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THE CHAIR’S MESSAGE

By: John Brusniak, Jr .

I suppose it is redundant to call attention to the obvious, but given the fact that we are proud of the new format of
our section newsletter, I will. The new format, coupled with the changing of the name of our publication to the
TEXAS TAX LAWYER is our way of demonstrating our move into the new century. Additionally, the newsletter will
be coordinating with its counterparts in other Tax Sections and will be sharing articles and ideas with them. So, be
on the lookout for more timely and varied articles on matters of interest from writers from across the nation. At the
same time, I invite you to submit articles for publication to the TEXAS TAX LAWYER with the understanding that
your article may be picked up for national distribution as well.

We are currently working on setting up opportunities for members of our section to meet together with the Con-
gressional leadership in Washington for open discussions on legislative issues. We also are working on setting up
open channels of communication with our representatives, senators and national leaders and setting up additional
opportunities for them to meet with us at our seminars and programs in Texas. We believe that such meetings,
which would be open to our entire membership, will be beneficial to both us as tax practitioners as well as to our
elected representatives. We ultimately hope to set up similar liaisons with our state legislators as well.

We are working on bringing younger and newer members into our sections. We urge you to get young lawyers to
join our section and to become active in our committees. Such new membership will insure our viability long into the
21st Century. I would like to encourage you, if you have not already done so, to check out and sign up on our Sec-
tion web site. It is located at http://www.texastaxsection.org/. The page is constantly evolving. Currently, there are
numerous tax research articles from seminars and programs at your disposal, information on our committees and
committee projects, calendars of upcoming continuing legal education programs and a bulletin board where you may
post your questions for response by other members of the section. Clearly, the internet is the developing research
tool of the future, and we intend to evolve and develop with it.

As officers of the section, we look forward to continuing to be of service to you. Please let us know how we can
help you better over the coming years.



CLE CALENDAR

• University of Miami School of Law 3rd Annual Institute on Tax Considerations in Mergers & Acquisitions, February
24 & 25, 2000 - Key Biscayne, FL - Sonesta Beach Resort

• State Bar of Texas Advanced Estate Planning Strategies Course 2000, April 27-28, 2000 - San Francisco, CA -
Renaissance Stanford Court

• ABA Section of Taxation 2000 May Meeting, May 11-13, 2000 - Washington, D.C. - Grand Hyatt Hotel

• 16th Annual Federal Tax Institute, June 15, 2000 - San Diego, CA - Hyatt Hill Country Resort

THE EDITOR’S MESSAGE

With the new millennium here, we’ve changed our name and looks. One thing, however, has not changed: we
still need your articles. In connection with our new look, I want to extend a special thank you to Sean Sanderling and
Willie Hornberger at Jackson & Walker in Dallas for the new cover design. They both did a great job.

Our next edition of the Texas Tax Lawyer will be published in May of 2000. The deadline for submitting articles
to me for the May Texas Tax Lawyer is March 16. This March 16 deadline is critical for the May edition to go out
timely. Finally, please take a look at the committee roster near the back of this edition. If you have not already done
so, we would encourage you to sign-up for a committee and get involved with the Tax Section.

Gene Wolf
915-533-4424 (telephone)
915-546-5360 (facsimile)
gwolf@kempsmith.com (e-mail)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

F.D.I.C./R.T.C. IS RESPONSIBLE FOR TAXES AND
INTEREST WHICH ACCRUE ON PROPERTY
WHILE IT IS IN THEIR POSSESSION; THEY ARE
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PENALTIES; TRANS -
FEREE FROM F.D.I.C/R.T.C.. IS NOT RESPONSI-
BLE FOR TAXES, INTEREST OR PENALTIES DUR -
ING GOVERNMENT’S POSSESSION UNLESS
THEY HAVE CONTRACTED OTHERWISE.

Travis County v. Resolution Trust Corp., 61 F.Supp.2d
581 (W.D. Tex. 1999).

Taxing units sued in federal court the Resolution Trust
Corporation (“RTC’), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration (“FDIC”) and the party who acquired certain proper-
ties from these governmental entities for tax delinquencies
which arose during and after the government’s ownership of
the properties. The RTC/FDIC had acquired these proper-
ties as a receiver for a failed bank. The court ruled that the
RTC/FDIC was responsible for the base tax which accrued
during its ownership under FIRREA and that it was also
responsible for the interest on those taxes as a matter of
policy. It ruled however that the government was not
responsible for any penalties due on those taxes due to its
refusal to waive its sovereign immunity. It further ruled that
the transferee from the government was not responsible for
any of these costs unless it had specifically contracted with
the RTC/FDIC to pay them. It ruled that the dispute pertain-
ing to taxes, penalties and interest which arose after the
transfer should be adjudicated in state court.

TEXAS COURTS OF APPEALS

TAXPAYER WHO CONTACTED TAX OFFICE
PRIOR TO DELINQUENCY DATE INFORMING THE
TAX OFFICE OF TAXPAYER’S INABILITY TO
TIMELY PAY ITS TAXES AND WHO ENTERED
INTO PAYMENT AGREEMENT AFTER DELIN -
QUENCY DATE, AND KEPT AGREEMENT, WAS
NOT BARRED FROM MAINTAINING PROPERTY
TAX VALUATION SUIT; CONDUCT CONSTITUTED
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE; FAILURE TO FILE
AFFIDAVIT OF INABILITY WAS IRRELEVANT
UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES.

J.C. Evans Construction Co., Inc. v. Travis Central
Appraisal District, No. 03-98-00508-CV (Tex.
App.–Austin, October 28, 1999, no pet. h.) (to be pub -
lished).

Taxpayer filed valuation suit against appraisal district.
Prior to the delinquency date, taxpayer contacted the taxing
office informing them of its inability to timely pay its taxes
and offering to pay them on an installment basis. Subse-
quent to the delinquency date, the taxpayer entered into a
written installment payment agreement with the tax office
and honored the agreement. Appraisal district moved to dis-
miss the suit due to the taxpayer’s failure to pay its taxes
timely and due to the taxpayer’s failure to file an oath of
inability to pay taxes. The court ruled that the taxpayer’s
conduct constituted substantial compliance with the statute
and that the taxpayer’s notification to the tax office of its
inability to pay its taxes timely, coupled with the written
installment agreement obviated the need for filing an oath of

inability to pay. It further ruled that it could consider these
circumstances in their totality in making a determination,
and that the failure of the taxpayer to completely qualify
under either alternative provision would not cause a dis-
missal of the suit.

PROPERTY TAX SUITS BY TAXPAYERS ARE
DEFENSIVE IN NATURE; HENCE FOREIGN PART -
NERSHIPS MAY DEFEND SUITS WITHOUT REGIS-
TERING WITH SECRETARY OF STATE; UNDER
PRIOR STATUTE, LESSEE COULD NOT REPRE -
SENT PROPERTY WITHOUT FILING FIDUCIARY
FORM; JURISDICTIONAL DEFECT IN FIRST YEAR
OF LAWSUIT DOES NOT NEGATE SECOND YEAR
IN CONTROVERSY; UNDERGROUND STORAGE
CAVERNS ARE NOT IMPROVEMENTS AND MAY
NOT BE ASSESSED SEPARATELY FROM LAND.

Harris County Appraisal District v. Coastal Liquids
Transportation, L.P., No. 01-98-00017-CV (Tex.App.–
Houston [1st Dist.] September 30, 1999, no. pet. h.) (to
be published).

Taxpayer/lessee filed suit against appraisal district
claiming multiple assessment of land and underground stor-
age caverns. Appraisal district sought to have suit dismissed
on the grounds that the taxpayer was a foreign limited part-
nership and had not registered with the Secretary of State’s
office. Suits by unregistered foreign partnerships are barred;
however, foreign limited partnerships are allowed to defend
against any actions, suits or proceedings brought against
them. The court ruled that property tax appeal suits, which
may be filed by taxpayers as plaintiffs, are in fact defensive
in nature since the action is in fact a defense of a an assess-
ment made by the chief appraiser; and hence, an unregis-
tered foreign corporation is not barred from filing such a suit.
Lessees, however, who had not filed fiduciary forms with the
appraisal district (prior to the effective date of the statutory
amendment authorizing lessees to file property tax protests
and suits) did not have standing to act as the agent of the
owner, nor could they file suits in their own names. Suits
filed after the effective date of the amendment, could be
brought in the lessee’s name. Underground storage caverns
may not be separately appraised from land, and any attempt
to appraised them as improvements constitutes a multiple
appraisal. A jurisdictional defect in the pleadings of a proper-
ty tax suit which bars a cause of action as to the first year in
controversy does not bar the subsequent years.

TAXING UNIT IS ONLY REQUIRED TO INCLUDE
UNENCUMBERED FUND BALANCES IN AD VAL -
OREM TAX ACCOUNTS IN ITS “TRUTH-IN-TAXA -
TION” NOTICES; COMPTROLLER’S GUIDE DOES
NOT HAVE THE STANDING OF LEGALLY PRO -
MULGATED RULES, BUT WILL BE GIVEN CON -
SIDERATION IF IT IS REASONABLE AND CONSIS -
TENT WITH LEGISLATIVE INTENT.

El Paso County Hospital District v. Gilbert, No. 08-98-
00281-CV (Tex.App.–El Paso, September 16, 1999, pet.
filed) (to be published).

Taxpayers filed suit seeking declaratory and injunctive
relief contending that the taxing unit was violating the “truth-
in-taxation” provisions by failing to publish information
regarding all unencumbered fund balances. Taxing unit con-
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tended that the Truth-in-taxation guide published by the
Comptroller’s office did not require it to publish information
regarding all unencumbered fund balances, only those in
property tax accounts. The court ruled that the guide did not
have the standing of legally promulgated rules, but that it
should be given serious consideration if it was reasonable
and consistent with legislative intent. The court further ruled
that it was and that the taxing unit was only required to pub-
lish the unencumbered fund balances in its property tax
accounts.

AN OVERRIDING ROYALTY INTEREST WHICH
PRODUCES NO INCOME MAY BE VALIDLY
APPRAISED AT NO VALUE BY AN APPRAISAL
DISTRICT.

Destec Properties Limited Partnership v. Freestone
Central Appraisal District, No 10-98-033-CV
(Tex.App.–Waco, August 31, 1999, no pet. h.) (to be
published).

Taxpayer owned an overriding royalty interest in a lig-
nite mine; however, under the terms of its agreement it was
required to pay over all overriding royalties to another
owner of overriding royalties in the same mine. Taxpayer’s
principal interest in the property was in assuring itself of a
continuing supply of lignite. As a result of these arrange-
ments, the taxpayer derived no income from its overriding
royalty interest. The court ruled that the income approach
was the proper approach to be applied under this circum-
stance, and given the fact that the property produced no
income, it was validly appraised at “zero” to this taxpayer. It
distinguished this situation from those situations involving
long term below market leases because these two interests
were in a symbiotic relationship with each other and the full
value was being assessed against the other overriding roy-
alty.

PARTY MOVING SOME, BUT NOT ALL PERSON -
ALTY OUT OF COUNTY, MAY NOT RETROAC -
TIVELY CORRECT TAXATION OF ENTIRETY OF
PROPERTY; COURT MAY NOT LOOK BEHIND
APPRAISAL ROLL TO UNDERLYING DOCU -
MENTS TO DETERMINE WHETHER INCORRECT
APPRAISAL OCCURRED.

Titanium Metals Corp. v. Dallas County Appraisal Dis -
trict, 3 S.W.3d 63 (Tex. App.–Dallas 1999, no pet. h.)

Taxpayer owned a facility which contained inventory,
machinery and equipment in Dallas County. Prior January
1, the taxpayer relocated virtually all of its property outside
of the county, leaving behind a small and simple sales
office. Taxpayer erroneously rendered all of the property as
being located in Dallas County. A year later, the taxpayer
filed a motion for correction of the appraisal roll under Sec-
tion 25.25(c)(3) contending that the property was not in the
location shown on the appraisal roll. The court refused to
correct the error ruling that it could correct errors in location
only when there was no property remaining in the county.
All other such claims were merely disputes over the valua-
tion of the property which could not be addressed under this
statute. It additionally ruled that it could not consider the
erroneous rendition or the commercial worksheets because
it was not allowed to look behind the appraisal roll in mak-
ing its determination.

ATTORNEY GENERAL OPINIONS

CITY MAY NOT UTILIZE UNEXPENDED “TIF”
ZONE FUNDS OUTSIDE OF ZONE UNLESS

ZONE’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AGREED TO
SUCH EXPENDITURE IN ADVANCE.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0141 (1999).

The attorney general ruled that a city may not utilize
unexpended monies following the termination of a tax incre-
ment financing reinvestment zone for other projects outside
the boundaries of the zone, nor may it complete a reinvest-
ment zone project in a manner which is inconsistent with
the zone’s board of director’s plans. The city may undertake
such projects if the zone’s board of directors agreed to ded-
icate such revenue to replace areas of public assembly.

COUNTY TAX ASSESSOR MAY UTILIZE INTER -
EST EARNED ON MOTOR VEHICLE TAX TO SUP -
PLEMENT THE SALARIES OF HIS EMPLOYEES IF
SUCH A DETERMINATION IS MADE PROSPEC -
TIVELY AND IF IT IS A LEGITIMATE EXPENSE OF
ADMINISTERING THE TAX; A COUNTY AUDITOR
HAS THE RIGHT TO AUDIT HOW SUCH FUNDS
ARE USED.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0135 (1999).

The attorney general ruled that a count tax assessor
was entitled to utilize interest earned on collections of the
motor vehicle tax to supplement the salaries of his employ-
ees who work on collecting the tax; however, the tax asses-
sor was not allowed to give such employees bonuses out of
these funds, but could only allocate the funds prospectively
to cover the costs associated with collecting the tax. The
attorney general further ruled that a county auditor had the
right to audit the use of these funds to insure they were
being properly applied.

TAXING UNIT MAY NOT WAIVE PENALTIES OR
INTEREST ON DELINQUENT TAXES DUE ON PRI-
VATELY OWNED BUILDING LEASED TO NON -
PROFIT ORGANIZATION.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0134 (1999).

Private individual leased property to a nonprofit organi-
zation for its exempt use. Taxpayer mistakenly believed that
such lease exempted the property from taxation, and hence
did not pay the tax. County requested an opinion as to
whether it could waive the penalties and interest due on the
delinquent tax. The attorney general ruled that the penalties
and interest could not be waived since the error was not
caused by any governmental entity.

TAX ABATEMENT AGREEMENTS ENTERED INTO
PRIOR TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1989 FOR PERIODS UP
TO 15 YEARS MAY BE HONORED; AGREEMENTS
MADE AFTER THAT DATE ARE LIMITED TO 10
YEARS; ONCE A 10 YEAR PERIOD HAS EXPIRED,
AN ABATEMENT AGREEMENT MAY NOT BE
RENEWED.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0133 (1999).

The attorney general ruled that tax abatement agree-
ments which were executed prior to September 1, 1989 and
which provided for abatement periods up to 15 years could
be honored even though the legislature shortened the
abatement period to 10 years. Agreements made after that
date may not exceed a total of ten years, and such agree-
ments may not be renewed for the same property even if
the property is acquired by a new owner.
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MOVING A STRUCTURE FROM ONE LOCATION
TO ANOTHER ON A PIECE OF PROPERTY MAY
POSSIBLY QUALIFY AS A REPAIR OR IMPROVE -
MENT UNDER THE PROPERTY REDEVELOPMENT
AND TAX ABATEMENT ACT.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0106 (1999).

Under the Open Beaches Act, property owners are
required to remove structures from public beaches. County
wished to grant property tax abatements to these owners to
encourage them to move the structures to new locations on
their property. County queries the attorney general whether
such an action would qualify for abatement under the Prop-
erty Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act. Without com-
menting directly on the facts of the particular case, the attor-
ney general opined that moving a structure from one
location to another on the same piece of property could in
fact qualify as a repair or improvement for purposes of the
Act. 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ARE NOT AUTHO-
RIZED TO PROVIDE DEVELOPMENT GRANTS TO
PRIVATE PARTIES IN LIEU OF TAX ABATE -
MENTS.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0092 (1999).

County commissioners’ court asked the attorney gener-
al whether it would be able to issue development grants in
lieu of tax abatements under provisions of the Property
Redevelopment and Tax Abatement Act and under the
Local Government Code. The county claimed that these

grants were authorized by Article III, section 52-a of the
Texas Constitution. The attorney general disagreed, ruling
that a county must have specific authority to conduct its
business and that Article III, Section 52-a of the Texas Con-
stitution was not self-executing. Since the legislature had
not provided county governments with specific authority to
issue such grants, the county could not do so in lieu of issu-
ing tax abatements.

SALARY WARRANT MAY NOT BE ISSUED TO A
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE AGAINST WHOM A
DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAX JUDGMENT HAS
BEEN ISSUED UNTIL THE JUSTICE OF THE
PEACE PAYS THE JUDGMENT.

Op. Tex. Att’y Gen. JC-0087 (1999).

The attorney general ruled that under Section 154.025
of the Texas Local Government Code a county treasurer or
auditor could not issue a salary warrant to a justice of the
peace against whom an unpaid delinquent tax judgment
existed. Warrants could be issued if taxes were merely
delinquent because the claim could be deemed uncertain,
but once a judgment had been entered the debt was
deemed to be definitive.

ENDNOTES

1. John Brusniak, Jr. is an attorney with Brusniak Clement Harri-
son & McCool, P.C., 17400 Dallas Parkway, Suite 212, Dallas,
Texas 75287-7306, (972) 250-6363, (972) 250-3599 fax.

REGULATORY DEVELOPMENTS
UNDER SUBCHAPTER C

Ronald D. Kerridge1

This article summarizes three of the significant sets of
Proposed Regulations that the Treasury has issued during
the past year under Subchapter C: (i) the “Anti-Morris Trust”
regulations pursuant to Section 355(e), (ii) the regulations
removing the Bausch & Lomb problem for C reorganiza-
tions, and (iii) the purchase price allocation regulations
affecting Section 338 and Section 1060.

I. “Anti-Morris Trust” Regulations

A. Background

In 1997, Congress amended Section 355 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), by
adding Section 355(e). Section 355(e) is aimed at pre-
venting a tax-free spin-off followed by the acquisition of
either the parent corporation (“Distributing”) or the
spun-off former subsidiary (“Controlled”). Congress per-
ceived such transactions as violating the spirit of the
repeal of General Utilities and undermining the integrity
of the corporate tax.2

The leading case in this area is Commissioner v. Mary
Archer W. Morris Trust, 367 F.2d 794 (4th Cir. 1966). In
that case, Distributing owned a banking business and
an insurance business. Distributing dropped the insur-
ance business into Controlled and spun off Controlled
to its shareholders. Then, pursuant to a prearranged
plan, Distributing merged with another bank. At the end

of the day, the shareholders of Distributing owned 54
percent of the resulting banking corporation. The
Fourth Circuit concluded that the spin-off of Controlled
was tax-free because preparing for the bank acquisition
constituted a proper business purpose for the spin-off.
The IRS acquiesced in Morris Trust (Rev. Rul. 68-603,
1968-2 C.B. 148), acknowledging that preparing for
acquisition was a valid business purpose under Section
355. Over the years, the goal of deterring an acquisition
also became a proper business purpose for a spin-off.
(Rev. Proc. 96-30, 1996-1 C.B. 696.)

B. The Statute

Section 355(e) imposes corporate-level tax on Dis-
tributing in the case of any distribution of Controlled
“which is part of a plan (or series of related transac-
tions) pursuant to which 1 or more persons acquire
directly or indirectly stock representing a 50-percent or
greater interest in the distributing corporation or any
controlled corporation.” Section 355(e)(2)(A)(ii).3 Dis-
tributing is taxed as if it sold the stock of Controlled for
its fair market value. Section 355(e)(1), (c)(2).4 A 50
percent or greater interest means stock possessing at
least 50 percent of the total combined voting power of
all classes of stock entitled to vote or at least 50 per-
cent of the total value of all classes of stock. Section
355(e)(4)(A), (d)(4).



Section 355(e)(2)(B) creates a presumption that a plan
exists if one or more persons directly or indirectly
acquire stock representing a 50 percent or greater
interest in the distributing or any controlled corporation
during the four-year period that begins two years
before the date of the distribution “unless it is estab-
lished that the distribution and the acquisition are not
pursuant to a plan or series of related transactions.”
Starting immediately upon enactment of Section
355(e), practitioner comments centered on what a
“plan” meant for purposes of this provision: what was a
plan, who had to have it, and how could the presump-
tion of Section 355(e)(2)(B) be rebutted? 

C. The Proposed Regulations

The Treasury responded by issuing proposed regula-
tions (Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7) on August 19, 1999 that
leave a number of issues under Section 355(e) unad-
dressed but do provide a considerable amount of guid-
ance on the meaning of a plan and the operation of the
presumption under Section 355(e)(2)(B). The essence
of the proposed regulations is that they (i) provide a
reasonable opportunity to rebut the presumption of a
plan if both Distributing and Controlled strictly observe
a six-month cooling-off period after the spin-off but (ii)
make the presumption practically impossible to rebut if
“substantial negotiations concerning the acquisition”
occur prior to the spin-off or within six months there-
after.

1. The General Rebuttal

If an acquisition of Distributing or Controlled occurs
within two years of the spin-off, the proposed regula-
tions provide two ways to rebut the resulting presump-
tion that the spin-off and the acquisition are part of a
plan (or series of related transactions): the “general
rebuttal” and the “alternative rebuttal.” For the general
rebuttal to apply, Distributing must establish by clear
and convincing evidence that:

(1) the spin-off “was motivated in whole or
substantial part by a corporate business
purpose within the meaning of § 1.355-
2(b) (other than an intent to facilitate an
acquisition or decrease the likelihood of
the acquisition of one or more businesses
by separating those businesses from oth-
ers that are likely to be acquired)” and

(2) the acquisition occurred more than 6
months after the spin-off and “there was
no agreement, understanding, arrange-
ment or substantial negotiations concern-
ing the acquisition at the time of the distri-
bution or within 6 months thereafter.”
Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(2)(ii)(A).

The proposed regulations go on to state that the intent
of Distributing, Controlled or the controlling sharehold-
ers of either Distributing or Controlled to facilitate an
acquisition or decrease the likelihood of an acquisition
is relevant to determining whether the spin-off was
motivated in substantial part by another valid Section
355 business purpose. The examples in the proposed
regulations set out this proposition more strongly. An
acquisition-related intent “is a factor tending to dis-
prove” that the spin-off was motivated by another prop-
er business purpose. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(8), ex.

(3). Phil Levine, IRS assistant chief counsel (corpo-
rate), offered a gloss on this weighing of business pur-
poses at the Practicing Law Institute session on Octo-
ber 14, 1999. Whether the non-acquisition purpose is
substantial enough turns on the question, “would you
have done the spin-off without the acquisition-related
purpose? It’s a causality question.”5

The other major question under the general rebuttal is
what constitutes an agreement, understanding,
arrangement or substantial negotiations concerning the
acquisition. The proposed regulations make it clear that
there need not be a binding agreement or agreement
on all terms in order to have an agreement, under-
standing or arrangement. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(5).
Further, the preamble to the proposed regulations6

makes clear that Section 355(e) can apply to a post-
spin-off public offering and “other transactions that are
economically similar,” including a private placement of
Distributing or Controlled stock or an auction of such
stock by an investment banker.

In light of the foregoing, the preamble explains:

“Under certain circumstances, such as in
public offerings or auctions of the dis-
tributing or controlled corporation’s stock
by an investment banker, an agreement,
understanding, arrangement, or substan-
tial negotiations can take place regarding
an acquisition even if the acquiror has not
been specifically identified. The Depart-
ment of the Treasury and the IRS are
particularly interested in receiving com-
ments regarding transactions that involve
an investment banker and when contacts
by the distributing corporation or the con-
trolled corporation with an investment
banker or contacts with potential
acquirors by an investment banker on
behalf of the distributing corporation or
the controlled corporation should or
should not be considered an agreement,
understanding, arrangement, or substan-
tial negotiations.”7

As Karen Gilbreath, an attorney-advisor in Treasury’s
office of Tax Legislative Counsel, said at the PLI semi-
nar, “You just need to keep your hands clean for six
months.”8 Clean appears to mean spotless.

2. The Alternative Rebuttal

If an acquisition of Distributing or Controlled occurs
within two years of the spin-off and Distributing cannot
avail itself of the general rebuttal (either because of the
absence or weakness of its non-acquisition business
purpose or because of some prohibited activity during
the six-month window), Distributing faces the daunting
task of trying to use the alternative rebuttal.9 For the
alternative rebuttal to apply, Distributing must establish
by clear and convincing evidence all three prongs of a
three-prong test:

(1) Either (i) at the time of the spin-
off, Distributing, Controlled and their con-
trolling shareholders did not intend that
one or more persons would acquire a 50-
percent or greater interest in Distributing
or Controlled during the statutory pre-
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sumption period, or (ii) the spin-off was
not motivated in whole or substantial part
by an intention to facilitate an acquisition
of an interest in Distributing or Controlled;

(2) At the time of the spin-off, neither Dis-
tributing, Controlled nor their controlling
shareholders reasonably would have
anticipated that it was more likely than not
that one or more persons would acquire a
50-percent or greater interest in Distribut-
ing or Controlled within two years after
the spin-off (or later pursuant to an agree-
ment, understanding, or arrangement
existing at the time of the spin-off or with-
in 6 months thereafter) who would not
have acquired such interests if the spin-
off had not occurred; and

(3) The spin-off was not motivated in whole
or substantial part by an intention to
decrease the likelihood of the acquisition
of one or more businesses by separating
those businesses from others that are
likely to be acquired. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-
7(a)(2)(iii).

The second prong of the alternative rebuttal - what the
preamble calls the “reasonable anticipation” test10 - will
be extremely difficult to satisfy. The proposed regula-
tions give one example in which Distributing is able to
use the alternative rebuttal. The example recites that, at
the time of the spin-off, neither Distributing, Controlled,
nor their controlling shareholders would reasonably
anticipate that it was more likely than not that one or
more persons would acquire a 50-percent interest in
Distributing or Controlled within two years. Two months
after the spin-off, Controlled “is approached unexpect-
edly about an opportunity to acquire X,” and three
months later Controlled acquires X for Controlled stock.
Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(8), ex. (9). What the example
does not say is how Distributing musters clear and con-
vincing evidence to carry the burden of showing the
absence of a reasonable anticipation about what is
more likely than not, wholly apart from how Distributing
demonstrates that the overture from X was unexpect-
ed.11

3. Acquisitions More Than Two Years After the
Spin-off 

If more than two years pass after the spin-off before an
acquisition of more than 50 percent of Distributing or
Controlled, the presumption shifts to the taxpayer’s
favor. The spin-off and the acquisition will only be pre-
sumed to be part of a plan if there was an agreement,
understanding, or arrangement concerning the acquisi-
tion at the time of the spin-off or within two years there-
after. Distributing may rebut such a presumption using
either the general rebuttal or the alternative rebuttal.
Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(3). So even with a two-year
wait for closing, if the IRS can show an agreement,
understanding, or arrangement prior to the end of the
two years, the taxpayer will be held to having a sub-
stantial non-acquisition business purpose and six
months of clean hands following the spin-off. 

4. Treatment of Options

Options to acquire stock of Distributing or Controlled
are presumptively treated as agreements to acquire

stock. If stock is acquired pursuant to an option, the
option is treated as an agreement unless Distributing
establishes by clear and convincing evidence that, on
the later of the date of the spin-off or the date of the
issuance of the option, the option was not more likely
than not to be exercised. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-
7(a)(7)(i)(A). Under various circumstances, agree-
ments, understandings, or substantial negotiations con-
cerning the issuance of an option can cause the option
to be treated as having been issued before its actual
issuance. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(7)(i)(B). Certain
compensatory options, security agreements, and other
options are ignored unless they have a principal pur-
pose of avoiding the application of Section 355(e) or
the options rules contained in the proposed regulations.
Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(a)(7)(iii).

5. Spin-off of Multiple Controlleds, Not All of
Which Are Acquired

If Distributing spins off more than one Controlled, Dis-
tributing is not acquired thereafter and one or more but
fewer than all Controlleds are acquired, the proposed
regulations provide that Distributing will recognize gain
only on the stock of the Controlled(s) that are subse-
quently acquired. Prop. Reg. § 1.355-7(b).

II. Liberalization of C Reorganization Rules

A. Background

Section 368(a)(1)(C) provides tax-free reorganization
treatment to the acquisition by one corporation of all or
substantially all of the assets of another corporation in
exchange solely for voting stock of the acquiring corpo-
ration or its parent. Notwithstanding the initial state-
ment that the consideration must be solely voting
stock, the use of money or property other than voting
stock of the acquiror or its parent is permitted if at least
80 percent of the gross fair market value of the target’s
assets is acquired for voting stock. Section
368(a)(2)(B); Reg. § 1.368-2(d). This rule, generally
referred to as the “boot relaxation rule,” effectively
treats the assumption of target liabilities (including lia-
bilities subject to which the target’s assets are taken)
as payment of boot for purposes of the 80 percent-of-
gross-value test.

In 1954, the IRS issued a revenue ruling that made C
reorganizations unavailable if the acquiring corporation
owned more than 20 percent of the target’s stock prior
to the transaction. In Rev. Rul. 54-396, 1954-2 C.B.
147, a corporation had acquired 79 percent of the stock
of another corporation in a cash purchase. Subse-
quently, in an unrelated transaction, the parent trans-
ferred its own voting stock to the 79-percent-owned
subsidiary in exchange for the subsidiary’s assets. The
subsidiary liquidated and distributed the parent stock
pro rata to the 21 percent minority and back to the par-
ent. The IRS ruled that this transaction failed as a C
reorganization because the parent acquired 79 percent
of the target’s assets in exchange for the stock in target
that the parent already held. Under this analysis, the
“solely for voting stock” rule was violated, since more
than 20 percent of the target’s assets were acquired for
consideration other than voting stock of the parent. The
IRS prevailed in this interpretation on virtually identical
facts in Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. v. Commissioner,
30 T.C. 602 (1958), aff’d, 267 F. 2d 75 (2nd Cir.), cert.
den., 361 U.S. 835 (1959).
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Taxpayers found ways to avoid the Bausch & Lomb
problem, and the IRS blessed several of these solu-
tions. An upstream A reorganization works on Bausch
& Lomb facts. Rev. Rul. 58-93, 1958-1 C.B. 188. So
does a subsidiary C reorganization (Rev. Rul. 57-278,
1957-1 C.B. 124), a forward triangular merger under
Section 368(a)(2)(D) (PLR 9049050 among others),
and a reverse triangular merger under Section
368(a)(2)(E) (PLR 8514079). The Bausch & Lomb doc-
trine remained important only as a trap for the unwary
or when non-tax considerations made all the other
approaches to the issue unfeasible.

B. The Proposed Regulations 

On June 11, 1999, the Treasury issued proposed regu-
lations reversing the Government’s position on C reor-
ganizations involving partially owned subsidiaries. Pro-
vided that the parent’s ownership of stock in the target
is old and cold, the portion of the target’s assets corre-
sponding to the parent’s ownership of target stock will
be treated as if it had been acquired for parent voting
stock for purposes of the boot relaxation rule. 

The preamble to the proposed regulations explains the
Government’s change of heart as follows:

“The legislative history of the “C” reorganiza-
tion provisions provides that the purpose of
the solely for voting stock requirement in sec-
tion 368(a)(1)(C) is to prevent transactions
that resemble sales from qualifying for non-
recognition of gain or loss available to corpo-
rate reorganizations. The IRS and Treasury
Department have concluded that a transaction
in which the acquiring corporation converts an
indirect interest in assets to a direct interest in
those assets does not resemble a sale and,
thus, have concluded that Congress did not
intend to disqualify a transaction from qualify-
ing under section 368(a)(1)(C) merely
because the acquiring corporation has prior
ownership of a portion of a target corpora-
tion’s stock. Because the judicial doctrine of
continuity of interest arose from similar con-
cerns, the regulations under section 1.368-
1(e)(1)(i) reach a similar conclusion with
respect to the continuity of interest doctrine.”

The proposed regulations illustrate the application of
this analysis with an intriguing example (Prop. Reg. §
1.368-2(d)(4)(ii), ex. (1)):

$10 cash and
60%                       40% $30 of Parent

voting stock

The example assumes that Target has properties with
a fair market value of $110 and liabilities of $10. The
example states that Target transfers all its assets to
Parent and, in exchange, Parent assumes Target’s $10
of liabilities and transfers to Target $10 cash and $30
worth of Parent voting stock. Target distributes this
Parent stock and $10 cash to X and liquidates. This
transaction satisfies the solely for voting stock require-
ment because the sum of the assumed liabilities ($10)
and the cash distributed to X ($10) does not exceed 20
percent of the gross value of Target’s assets.

The writers of the proposed regulations presumably
chose this example to show that they really believe the
continuity of interest analysis set out in the preamble.
More than 20 percent ($10 of $40) of the consideration
received by X is cash. Therefore, if the Parent side of
the transaction were deemed to mirror the X side ($15
cash out of $60 total), the transaction would not be a
good C reorganization because $25 of cash plus $10 of
assumed liabilities would exceed 20 percent of the
$110 in Target gross asset value.

How far does this analysis carry? Suppose the follow-
ing:

$15 cash and
79%                       21% $6 of Parent 

voting stock

Assume that Target has properties with a fair market
value of $104 and liabilities of $4. Under the analysis of
the proposed regulations, the solely for voting stock
requirement would be satisfied, because $15 of cash
plus $4 of assumed liabilities does not exceed 20 per-
cent of the $104 in gross value of Target’s properties.
But what about general continuity of interest rules? The
only consideration actually paid out is 71.4% cash and
28.6% stock. General Counsel Memorandum 39404
(4/15/82) and Reg. § 1.368-1(e)(6) confirm that this
transaction satisfies the continuity of interest require-
ment because Parent’s old and cold ownership of Tar-
get stock counts on the right side of the continuity frac-
tion. 

C. Effective Date of the Proposed Regulations 

The only controversy concerning the well received pro-
posed regulations is the effective date, which the pro-
posed regulations state will be the date of promulgation
of these regulations as final. David Glickman of Baker
& McKenzie argued that, because the proposed regula-
tions are interpretative rather than legislative, and the
Bausch & Lomb doctrine is a trap for the unwary, the

Parent

Target

Corporation X

Parent

Target

Corporation X



new regulations should have retroactive effect, allowing
taxpayers to elect to have the new rules apply.12 Mr.
Glickman basically got his wish. On December 21,
1999, the IRS released Notice 2000-1, stating that the
Proposed Regulations, when finalized, would be modi-
fied to apply to transactions occurring after December
31, 1999. Also, taxpayers will be able to request private
letter rulings permitting them to apply the regulation to
transactions occurring on or after June 11, 1999.

III. Purchase Price Allocation Regulations

A. Background

In 1982, Congress enacted Section 338, allowing quali-
fied stock purchases to be treated as asset sales for
federal income tax purposes. Section 1060 was added
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, requiring both the
buyer and the seller of a trade or business to allocate
their consideration paid or received among the assets
transferred using the same residual method required
under Section 338. The Treasury and the IRS first
issued temporary regulations under Section 338 in
1984. Since that time, they have promulgated a long list
of regulations under both Section 338 and Section
1060, resulting in a poorly organized patchwork of rules
that, in certain key areas, lacked a clear conceptual
basis.

Briefly, Section 338 allows an acquiring corporation to
elect to treat a stock acquisition as an asset acquisition
if the buyer purchases 80 percent of the total voting
power and 80 percent of the total value of the stock of
the target corporation within a 12-month period. If the
buyer makes a Section 338 election, the target is treat-
ed as if it (as old target) sold all of its assets at the
close of the acquisition date at fair market value and
(as new target) purchased all of the assets as of the
beginning of the day after the acquisition date. This is a
Section 338(g) election, often referred to as a “regular”
Section 338 election. Because the buyer has acquired
the target, this election has the effect of allowing the
buyer to step up the basis of the target’s assets, but at
the cost - to the buyer - of having taxable income in the
amount of the unrealized gain on target’s assets. 

A Section 338(h)(10) election, by contrast, causes the
built-in gain to be taxed on the seller side of the trans-
action. Only a selling corporation that is a member of
an affiliated group or an S corporation is eligible for a
Section 338(h)(10) election, and the selling sharehold-
ers have to join the buyer in making the election. The
old target is deemed (i) to sell all its assets while a
member of the selling consolidated group (or, if applica-
ble, while a non-consolidated affiliate or an S corpora-
tion) and (ii) immediately thereafter to liquidate and dis-
tribute the sales proceeds to its shareholder(s).
Consequently, the selling shareholders realize gain or
loss, if any, on their stock in the deemed liquidation.

B. The Proposed Regulations 

In early August 1999, the Treasury and the IRS issued
comprehensive proposed regulations under Section 338
and Section 1060 that seek to organize and rationalize
these rules, fixing several problems that had troubled
practitioners, attempting to bring these rules closer to
the rules applicable to a literal asset purchase, and set-
ting out a clear conceptual model of what happens
when the parties make a Section 338(h)(10) election.

1. De-linking Old Target’s and New Tar -
get’s Accounting

The current regulations define both old target’s amount
realized from the sale of its assets (the “aggregate
deemed sale price” or “ADSP”) and new target’s adjust-
ed grossed-up basis in the assets it is deemed to pur-
chase (“AGUB”) with reference to (among other items)
the purchaser’s grossed-up basis in recently purchased
target stock. This linkage does not exist in actual asset
sales, where the timing and amount of the seller’s
amount realized and the buyer’s basis may differ. The
primary context in which the current regulations’ linkage
of ADSP and AGUB produces a different result from an
actual asset sale is when there is contingent purchase
price. In an actual asset sale, the seller is required to
include the current fair market value of promised future
contingent payments unless, in rare and extraordinary
circumstances, the market value of the contingent pay-
ment obligation is not reasonably ascertainable. On the
buyer’s side, contingent payment obligations are added
to the basis of the acquired assets only as and when
the contingent payments are actually made. Reg. §
1.1012-1(g). By tying the ADSP to the AGUB, the cur-
rent regulations effectively allowed sellers in the Sec-
tion 338 context to have open-transaction treatment on
contingent purchase price, which is inconsistent with
Reg. § 1.1001-1(g)(2). The proposed regulations break
the link between ADSP and AGUB, tying ADSP instead
to the amount realized as if old target were itself the
selling shareholder. 

2. Using the Installment Method With a Section
338(h)(10) Election 

Under the current regulations, there are no provisions
allowing installment sale treatment to be combined with
a Section 338(h)(10) election. Commentators have
agreed that there is no conceptual or policy reason why
these two should not be compatible, given that an actu-
al asset sale could be structured to qualify for install-
ment-sale treatment. Technical hurdles have caused
commentators and practitioners to conclude that, under
the existing regulations, installment sale treatment can-
not be combined with a Section 338(h)(10) election.
The proposed regulations fix this problem by allowing
installment reporting in the context of a Section
338(h)(10) election as long as the other requirements
for installment-sale treatment are met. In light of the
statutory repeal of the installment method for accrual
method taxpayers, this change will help only S corpora-
tions that are eligible for, and continue to use, the cash
method.

3. Changes to Asset Allocation Classes

Section 338 and Section 1060 require that the pur-
chase price on the deemed asset purchase be allocat-
ed, by both buyer and seller, using the residual method
and five different asset classes. Purchase price is allo-
cated starting with the first class and waterfalling down
the remaining classes (based on the fair market value
of all the assets in each class), with any remaining pur-
chase price allocated to the final class. The current five
classes are:

Class I Cash and cash equivalents

Class II Certificates of deposit, U.S. govern-
ment securities, readily marketable
stock or securities, and foreign cur-
rency
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Class III Everything not in another class

Class IV § 197 intangibles other than good-
will and going concern value

Class V § 197 intangibles in the nature of
goodwill and going concern value

Particularly in the context of an acquisition involving the
assumption of contingent liabilities, the buyer may run
out of purchase price to allocate to the basis of the
acquired assets before allocating full basis to the Class
III assets. In this situation, the buyer must allocate
basis among the Class III assets based on their relative
fair market values. The result is that the buyer has less
than full basis in some assets that turn into cash - and
thus produce gain - relatively quickly, such as accounts
receivable and inventory (“fast pay assets”).

The proposed regulations fix the fast-pay asset prob-
lem by moving to the following seven asset classes:

Class I Cash and cash equivalents

Class II Certificates of deposit, U.S. government
securities, actively traded personal prop-
erty as defined in Section 1092(d), and
foreign currency

Class III Accounts receivable, mortgages, and
credit card receivables that arise in the
ordinary course of business

Class IV Stock in trade of the taxpayer or other
property of a kind that would properly be
included in the inventory of taxpayer if on
hand at the close of the taxable year, or
property held by the taxpayer primarily for
sale to customers in the ordinary course
of his trade or business

Class V Everything not in another class

Class VI § 197 intangibles other than goodwill and
going concern value

Class VII Goodwill and going concern value

4. Model of Section 338(h)(10) Election 

The model on which taxation of a Section 338(h)(10)
election is based that the proposed regulations set out
is not surprising or ground-breaking. Under the pro-
posed regulations, old target is treated as transferring
all of its assets by sale to an unrelated person. Old tar-
get recognizes the deemed sale gain while a member
of the selling consolidated group (or as an affiliated
corporation or as an S corporation). Old target is then
treated as liquidating and distributing the sales pro-
ceeds to its shareholder(s). The proposed regulations
come as close as possible to treating all parties as if
the steps that are deemed to have occurred under the
Section 338(h)(10) election had in fact occurred. Addi-
tionally, the proposed regulations provide that the old
target may not obtain any tax benefit from the Section
338(h)(10) election that it would not obtain if it actually
sold its assets and liquidated.

5. Final Regulations

Victor Penico, IRS assistant chief counsel (corporate)
and branch chief of branch 3, said on October 12,
1999, that the IRS hopes to finalize these regulations in
early January 2000 and that the comments received by
that date had not caused the Treasury and the IRS to
reconsider any of the major policy decisions reflected
in the proposed regulations.13 The Service delivered on
that prediction, issuing temporary regulations on Jan-
uary 7, 2000 without major changes.

ENDNOTES

1. Ronald D. Kerridge is an attorney with Hughes & Luce, L.L.P.,
1717 Main Street, Suite 2800, Dallas, Texas 75201, (214)
939-5500, (214) 939-6100; (214) 939-5849 fax.

2. ”In cases in which it is intended that new shareholders will
acquire ownership of a business in connection with a spin-off,
the transaction more closely resembles a corporate level dis-
position of the portion of the business that is acquired.” S.
Rep. No. 105-33, at 139-40 (1997).

3. Interestingly, Section 355(e) does not apply to the Morris
Trust fact pattern, because the shareholders of Distributing in
that case owned more than 50 percent of the stock of the
combined banking entity.

4. It is noteworthy that the tax is on the built-in gain in Con-
trolled’s stock, regardless of whether it is Distributing or Con-
trolled that is subsequently acquired. Consequently, it is desir-
able for the business with the smallest amount of appreciation
to be spun off because of the risk that a post-spin transaction
could trigger tax under Section 355(e).

5. Quoted in Lee Sheppard’s “More Whining About the Proposed
Anti-Morris Trust Rules,” Tax Notes Today, October 22, 1999
(Doc. 1999-34438).

6. Fed Reg. Vol. 64, no.163, p. 46155 et seq.
7. Query whether contacts during the six-month period that do

not lead to an acquisition would nevertheless make the gener-
al rebuttal unavailable for an acquisition within two years pur-
suant to contacts initiated in the eighth month after the spin-
off.

8. Quoted in Lee Sheppard’s article cited in note 4 supra.
9. The preamble explains that, if the general rebuttal cannot be

satisfied, the ‘circumstances [are] more likely to indicate a the
existence of a plan at the time of the distribution. Thus, these
acquisitions are subject to heightened scrutiny and will be
considered part of a plan unless taxpayers satisfy a more
stringent alternative rebuttal.”

10. The preamble explains as follows. ‘A reasonable anticipation
standard is necessary to implement section 355(e). Other-
wise, a distributing corporation could attempt to avoid section
355(e) by distributing a controlled corporation under circum-
stances that virtually assure an acquisition of the distributing
or controlled corporation, but arguing that, despite the immi-
nence of the acquisition, effectuating the acquisition was not a
motive for the distribution. A part of planning any transaction
includes attempting to foresee actions others might take in
response. Consistent with this business practice, it is appropri-
ate, especially for acquisitions subject to heightened scrutiny,
to require the distributing corporation to take into account the
reasonably anticipated, likely actions of others to demonstrate
that a distribution and acquisition are not part of a plan.”

11. Especially in light of the prescience that the preamble seems
to attribute to Distributing; see note 9 supra.

12. ”Attorneys Seek Changes to Proposed “C” Reorganization
Regs,” Tax Notes Today, September 11, 1999 (Doc. 1999-
30653).

13. ”Expect Final Asset Acquisitions Regs in January, Without
Major Changes, IRS Officials Say,” Tax Notes Today, October
12, 1999 (Doc. 1999-33069).
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Introduction

Participation is the operative strategy during an I.R.S.
examination. To produce the optimum results with the least
cost and burden, active participation in the audit process
through the entire life cycle of the audit is critical. Such par-
ticipation can influence the cycle size, the number of years
examined and the timing and extent of the audit team on
site. A mutually agreeable time period from the start of the
examination to the completion needs to be established.
Knowledge of what issues the exam team is going to pursue
will enable a prioritization of those issues based upon the
optimum time to have each issue developed. There must be
a definite focus on information flow, in which all requests
from the Internal Revenue Service (the “Service”) are com-
ing to a designated person for the taxpayer and all respons-
es are coming from the same designated person.

Active participation is needed in the examination plan.
The I.R.S. case manager’s handbook allows for the taxpay-
er to play an active role in developing the examination plan.
Under the handbook, the taxpayer should participate in
developing the examination plan and should have access to
all parts of the plan. An audit can be divided into six phases:
preparing for an audit, the opening conference, the Informa-
tion Document Requests (or “IDR”) review, the interim cycle
review, the closing conference and the post-examination cri-
tique. 

Preparation Prior to the Exam

The preparation for an audit takes place prior to filing
the tax return. The preparation process should take place
as transactions occur throughout the year. A taxpayer must
consider how a particular transaction might be treated by
the Service and he should review the available records. The
best records that a taxpayer will have to support his position
are the available records at the time of the transaction. A file
should be built to support the position that will be taken on
the tax return. Files should be maintained with an audit in
mind and with the ultimate outcome anticipated. 

The pre-filing determination (“PFD”) is a method of
avoiding a future audit dispute over a particular transaction.
Under IRM 42(11)8 §§ (14)50, 52, 53 and 55, pre-filing
determinations provide an opportunity for the Service and
the taxpayer to agree on the treatment of completed trans-
actions prior to the filing of the tax return. If an examination
team is performing an examination already, they would con-
duct the PFD for the tax returns for a future audit cycle.

A PFD situation occurs when a taxpayer has entered
into a significant transaction, the transaction is completed,
the taxpayer wants to take a particular position on the
reporting of the transaction on his tax return, but he wants
to resolve how the transaction should be reported and elimi-
nate in the future any potential tax liability. The taxpayer
submits a PFD request in writing to the District Director’s
office. The taxpayer would request a conference with the
case manager after an agreement has been reached on the
appropriateness of a PFD.

The issue is examined, reviewed by an audit team, and
a determination is issued by the District Director on the

proper reporting procedures for that transaction. The deter-
mination is followed by the Service, when the tax return is
filed. If it is unfavorable to the taxpayer and he chooses not
to follow it, he would report the transaction as he deems
appropriate and make the appropriate disclosures.

In preparing for the actual audit, the taxpayer should
obtain the industry specialization position (“ISP”) papers.
There are ISP papers on 40 different industries. The taxpay-
er should review the ISP for his industry prior to any audit.
Also, the taxpayer needs to review other industry ISPs,
since there may be an issue that could relate to his tax situ-
ation.

A taxpayer must review the examination issues and
positions the Service took in prior audit years. The agents
will reexamine the previous audit years to look for carryover
issues. If there are issues the taxpayer settled in Appeals,
he can raise Delegation Order 236 (Revision 3), providing
authority to case managers to resolve certain issues previ-
ously settled by Appeals at the examination level. 

The agents are going to make inquiries about all capital
structure changes, acquisitions, liquidations, and reorgani-
zations. The taxpayer should make sure that the files, sup-
porting the treatment taken on the tax returns as a result of
the transactions, are properly documented to satisfy the
position taken on the returns. Every time the taxpayer
reviews a file, as the transaction is being completed, he
needs to review with an audit in mind. 

Opening Conference

Prior to the opening conference, the IRS may issue
some IDRs after preliminary discussions on the years to be
examined. Initially, they are seeking general information,
such as copies of tax returns, documents on any mergers or
acquisitions, tax return work papers, internal audit reports,
corporate minutes and stockholder and SEC reports.

During the opening conference, the taxpayer needs to
set the tone for the audit and have a plan with objectives.
The Service will have its initial plan. The taxpayer should
insist that the Service bring, not only the revenue agents
and specialists who are going to work the case, but also the
case manager and branch chief. There must be an agree-
ment on how problems will be resolved up to the branch
chief level.

There are three parts to the initial examination plan of
the Service. A taxpayer should request all three at the open-
ing conference and set a date when he is going to receive
the entire plan. The taxpayer needs to participate in the
development of the final audit plan. The CEP program coor-
dinator and the designated officer of the taxpayer will exe-
cute the final examination plan sometime after the opening
conference and before the first interim cycle review.

A mutual understanding of the taxpayer’s system and
of the Service’s process and priorities must be established.
The taxpayer needs to know the Service’s resources with
respect to who is going to work the audit, what specialists
will the Service use and what areas are they going to
review. The taxpayer should try to establish the time
frames.

SO YOUR COMPANY OR YOUR CORPORATE CLIENT HAS BEEN SELECTED
FOR A LARGE CASE EXAMINA TION BY THE IRS, WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?

Martin M. Van Brauman1
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The taxpayer needs to establish a communication plan.
If there is a breakdown at the agent level, he must be able
to quickly go to the case manager. If the case manager and
the taxpayer have a breakdown, the taxpayer needs to be
able to move the problem up the chain of authority. Thus, it
is important for the I.R.S. management up to the branch
chief level to be present at the opening conference. The
taxpayer must establish prompt procedures to resolve prob-
lems.

The taxpayer must review any prior examination and
post-examination critiques. He needs to communicate with
the case manager any previous problems with the last audit
team and solutions on preventing future problems. Hopeful-
ly, the taxpayer and the Service can systematize a more
efficient and prompt determination process than in the past.
Although the taxpayer will want to establish a final comple-
tion date, he needs to establish a series of dates when spe-
cific actions are to be completed. A series of deadlines
allows for a more efficient monitoring of progress and feed-
back. 

The taxpayer needs to prioritize the proposed issues in
the audit. If there are two or three primary issues that, if
resolved, would most likely lead to an agreed case, the tax-
payer may want these issues audited first for the early
referral process. Early referral is available under I.R.C.
§7123(a) with the Form 5701 (“Notice of Proposed Adjust-
ment”) from the Examination division. The taxpayer is able
to refer the issues to Appeals and avoid “hot” interest run-
ning under I.R.C. §6621(c), in which large corporate under-
payments begin 30 days after the 30-day letter or the statu-
tory notice of deficiency (90-day letter).

Early referral allows developed unagreed issues under
the Examination division to be considered by Appeals prior
to issuance of the 30-day letter or 90-day letter. See Rev.
Proc. 99-28, 1999-29 I.R.B. 109, Sec. 2. With Form 5701, a
taxpayer can request that these issues be placed under
Appeals jurisdiction without the necessity of a 30-day letter.
This procedure is optional and must be initiated by the tax-
payer. The Assistant District Director and the Assistant
Regional Director of Appeals (Large Case) must approve
the use of this procedure. Thus, the taxpayer should dis-
cuss issues appropriate for early referral at the opening
conference, so that they can be examined early in the pro-
cess. 

A taxpayer needs to be prepared for the Service’s use
of specialists on the Exam team. It is important to know who
they are and what issues are being reviewed. They will
have initial examination plans with specific issues, which a
taxpayer should request. Another area of concern is the use
of District Counsel by the I.R.S. Examination team. Usually,
District Counsel has assigned an attorney to the large case
team. A taxpayer should request to know who is the person.

A taxpayer should go to the opening conference with
his own plan for the issues that are going to be presented
and how the audit should be conducted. If a taxpayer has
issues that he has not been able to influence during any
development of the Examination plan, he should make sure
that those issues are discussed during the opening confer-
ence. 

IDR Review

During the opening conference, a taxpayer needs to
discuss IDR procedures. Under field guidelines, IDRs
should be discussed with the taxpayer prior to being issued.

A taxpayer should discuss with the I.R.S. team coordinator
before an IDR is drafted what question the team coordinator
or the audit team is trying to answer. Through those discus-
sions, a taxpayer may be able to answer that question and
eliminate the need for the IDR, or determine the kind of
available data for resolution of the issue. It may not be the
data that the Exam team thought they wanted to obtain, or it
may be much more limited. Thus, a taxpayer must take an
active role in managing the requests and avoiding miscom-
munications and a breakdown in the audit process. Mis-
communications could result in unnecessary and expensive
formal document requests and summonses, if the Service
believes that the taxpayer is nonresponsive to the informal
requests for information and documents. 

The taxpayer should consider what issue prompted
each IDR and whether the requested information will
answer that issue. The taxpayer should limit the scope of
the IDR to the issue and object to shotgun IDRs. A taxpayer
must ensure that all IDRs are coming from the I.R.S. team
coordinator and that the team coordinator has had a discus-
sion with the taxpayer’s designated person. Only after that
discussion has taken place and an agreement on the data
to be provided has been reached, should the team coordi-
nator sign the information document request. 

If the Service is asking for testimony of a taxpayer’s
employee, it is critical that the taxpayer receives first a copy
of the questions to be asked of the employee. A taxpayer
should receive those questions in writing and respond to
them in writing. If a taxpayer is unable to adequately
respond to the questions in writing, only then would he want
to consider making an employee available to provide oral
testimony. If an employee is made available for oral testi-
mony, the taxpayer needs to ensure that the person is prop-
erly prepared for that interview and the taxpayer’s represen-
tative is an active participant in the testimony process. 

It is important for the taxpayer to develop an IDR log,
so that IDRs are recorded as of the date received and of
the date of response. The taxpayer needs to verify that
everything provided to the Service is reviewed, so that a
taxpayer knows what may be embedded in those docu-
ments. A taxpayer must maintain copies of everything pro-
vided to the Service and number each page for proper
tracking. 

The taxpayer should insist that each IDR pertain to a
specific request for a particular document and should not
accept an IDR that represents multiple documents, or
issues. It is important to maintain an IDR track record of the
received dates and the respond dates, since the Service is
maintaining a record of IDR response behavior in case of
future summons enforcement actions. When a multiple doc-
ument request or multiple issue request is received, it may
be difficult to complete in its entirety with the possibility of
something always open for question.

A taxpayer should meet with the Examination team at
least monthly to go over the current status of all outstanding
IDRs. With the Exam team, a taxpayer needs to summarize
the number of IDRs received, the number of IDRs closed,
and the number of IDRs still outstanding and their anticipat-
ed resolution. Some IDRs may be never resolved, if the tax-
payer can never obtain this information, the information
does not exist, or the taxpayer does not know where the
information is located. It is not the taxpayer’s responsibility
to create records in response to IDRs, only to provide
records that are within his control. If a taxpayer receives an
IDR that he can not respond to, he should inform the IRS



team coordinator. During each IDR review session, the tax-
payer should discuss future IDRs with the team coordinator.
He should ask how many do they anticipate issuing and
what areas do they anticipate pursuing within the examina-
tion plan. 

One area to discuss during the opening conference, is
the involvement of District Counsel in the examination. Usu-
ally, District Counsel will be involved in the Coordinated
Examination Program audits (“CPE examinations”). A tax-
payer should request the team coordinator to notify him as
soon as Exam is asking questions of District Counsel. The
taxpayer should request the area of inquiry and the opportu-
nity to provide to the team coordinator and District Counsel
a statement of facts concerning that area of inquiry.
Although the taxpayer does not have any right to be an
active participant in the discussions between the audit team
and the Counsel attorneys, he should request an opportuni-
ty to participate as actively as he can. It is important for a
taxpayer to make sure that District Counsel and the audit
team are fully aware of the facts as the taxpayer sees them.

Under I.R.C. § 7602(c), the Service must provide notice
of contact with 3rd parties. The Service must give taxpayers
a general warning at the beginning of the examination pro-
cess that the Service might contact 3rd parties about the
taxpayer. The Service must keep track of the 3rd parties
who are contacted and must provide that information peri-
odically to the taxpayer as well as be prepared to release it
whenever the taxpayer may ask. At the opening conference,
a taxpayer should ask about any 3rd parties that are expect-
ed to be contacted and any competent authority treaty
requests contemplated for taxpayer information on cross-
border issues. A taxpayer should actively participate in any
foreign country’s competent authority meetings with the Ser-
vice. 

Generally, I.R.C. § 7612 prohibits the issuance of a
summons for tax related computer software source codes.
This prohibition does not apply to tax-related computer soft-
ware source code developed by the taxpayer for internal
use rather than for commercial distribution, or to communi-
cations between the owner of the source code and the tax-
payer or related person, or to any source code which is
required to be provided or made available pursuant to any
other provision of the Code.

There are conditions under which a summons for
source codes may be issued. The statutory requirements
are that (1) the Service is unable to reasonably ascertain
the correctness of any item on a return from the taxpayer’s
books and records or the software program and associated
data, (2) the Service identifies with reasonable specificity
the portion of the source code needed to verify the correct-
ness of an item, and (3) the Service determines that the
need for the source code outweighs the risk of unauthorized
disclosure of trade secrets. The provision authorizes courts
in summons enforcement proceedings to issue any order
necessary to prevent the improper disclosure of trade
secrets and confidential information. This provision has a
significant impact on audits in the foreign tax credit area.

For communications between taxpayers and any feder-
ally authorized tax practitioner concerning tax advice, I.R.C.
§ 7525 provides a new confidentiality privilege, similar to the
traditional common law attorney-client privilege. Federally
authorized tax practitioners are persons described in Circu-
lar 230 as subject to regulation. “Tax advice” means any
advice given with respect to a matter which is within the
scope of the individual’s authority to practice. The new rule

may be asserted to the extent the communication would be
considered a privileged communication, if it were between a
taxpayer and an attorney, except for written communica-
tions made in connection with the promotion of the direct or
indirect participation of such corporation in any tax shelter.
See I.R.C. §6662(d)(2)(C)(iii).

The Internal Revenue Code under section 6001
requires that taxpayers maintain adequate books and
records. Most large taxpayers have document retention
agreements with the Service. During the audit, the Service’s
computer specialist determines whether the records are
being maintained and that the agreement is adequate. The
Service will accept imaging of documents instead of hard
copy. See Rev. Proc. 98-25, 1998-11 I.R.B. 7. If a taxpayer
follows the guidelines in 98-25 for imaging and has a com-
plete and accurate electronic imaging of books and records
to satisfy section 6001, the hard copies may be destroyed.

Interim Cycle Reviews

The interim cycle reviews create ongoing communica-
tions with the Service at a more formal level than the month-
ly meetings. These meetings should be set up as major
reviews throughout the audit. These meetings do not
replace the daily communication, or monthly meetings. A
taxpayer needs to meet with the case manager, the CEP
branch chief, and review the status of the examination, sug-
gest improvements to the examination process and allow
the Service an opportunity to present the problems from its
perspective. Modification of the examination plan may be
necessary.

The taxpayer should review continually the IDR proce-
dures to ensure that they are being followed. The taxpayer
needs to evaluate whether issues are being resolved
through the IDRs, or is the IDR process only a fishing expe-
dition. The taxpayer needs to review the timeliness of the
5701s for early resolution and the activities of the specialists
in the examination. 

If possible, the Service always is seeking ways to effec-
tively reduce their time commitment for a particular exami-
nation. Thus, the taxpayer needs to provide them an oppor-
tunity to reevaluate their examination plan. The Service is
trying to optimize the time spent on examinations in the
CEP program and hopefully reduce the time for each exami-
nation in order to increase the number of audits. Thus, they
are willing to listen to ways of concluding audit issues that
are susceptible for resolution and promptly sending una-
greed issues to Appeals.

The taxpayer should insist on the participation of the
CEP branch chief in the interim cycle review. If the audit has
reached a very strained relationship between the taxpayer
and the audit team, a taxpayer might benefit in having a
branch chief that is not personally connected to the audit
and can provide a more objective review of the problems
and issues and can expedite the orderly progression of the
examination during its later stages. If you have a breakdown
in the audit, the taxpayer needs to explain to the team coor-
dinator that the audit is at a stalemate and the case manag-
er and the branch chief need to be involved.

As the audit reaches a conclusion, the Exam Group will
issue the final 5701s. A taxpayer should avoid the situation
of receiving all of the 5701s at the end of the audit. At the
opening conference, the taxpayer must establish the flow of
the 5701s through the examination cycle and prioritize
issues. When an issue has been developed, the taxpayer
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needs to obtain the 5701, so that he has an adequate time
for response. In the 5701, the Service presents the facts it
has gathered, its interpretation of the facts, and its applica-
tion of those facts to the law. The taxpayer should analysis
whether he agrees with the facts and usually there is not
agreement with the facts as set out by the Service.

If there is disagreement, the taxpayer should outline
what he believes are the facts and discuss it with the Ser-
vice. Hopefully, the taxpayer has been discussing these
factual differences before the issuances of the 5701 and will
avoid any surprises with the 5701. As the audit progresses,
the taxpayer should have three piles of 5701s in agree-
ment, disagreement and pending status.

The potential issues should be discussed prior to the
preparation of a 5701. Prior to the 5701 write-up, the facts
and the legal interpretations are fluid with the possibility of
compromise. The agents have very broad issue resolution
authority with respect to looking at the facts and the appli-
cation of the laws. If the taxpayer resolves an issue with the
agent, he should have that resolution apply to all open filed
returns by requesting an accelerated issue resolution
agreement (or “AIR” agreement) with the district under Rev.
Proc. 94-67, 1994-2 C.B. 800. 

As long as the taxpayer is in the pre-30-day letter
stage, he should work to resolve issues that have been set
forth on 5701s, either through negotiations with the agent,
or through discussions with the case manager by providing
a better understanding of the facts and clarifying the law. If
a taxpayer can not resolve it, he may want to move the
issues to Appeals under the early referral process.

The industry specialization program (“ISP”) will influ-
ence most large case examinations and ISP issues can
apply to multiple industries. Since these issues are coordi-
nated on a national basis, the team specialist will be report-
ing any analysis to the national coordinator. The ISP issues
are set out in the Internal Revenue Manual and the Service
issues bulletins outlining the issues, including the list of the
national contacts that can be called by the taxpayer to dis-
cuss the issues. 

The ISP paper for examination outlines the future
direction of the issue and how the issue is to be developed.
At the opening conference, the taxpayer should ask the
team coordinator of any possible ISP issues. The Appeals
ISP position papers are only released through a Freedom-
of-Information-Act (“FOIA”) request. The settlement section
in the Appeals paper will not be released, since it is consid-
ered protected information. Under Delegation Order 247,
the Service delegates hazard-of-litigation settlement author-
ity to the examination case manager in ISP issues. After
development of the ISP issue, the revenue agent can dis-
cuss settlement on a hazard basis with the taxpayer. How-
ever, the agent must get approval from the ISP coordinator
before he can settle the issue.

In the course of an audit, field service advice (“FSA”) or
technical advice (“TAM”) often will be needed. An FSA is
provided by the national office of the Chief Counsel through
the District Counsel attorneys to the examining agent. The
Service strengthens the technical proficiency of the agents
through the support they can receive from Counsel. It is dis-
cretionary on the part of the agent whether he will seek an
FSA and will follow the FSA received. An FSA does not
receive the same intense reviews by the national office as a
TAM, but serves the needs of the Service and the taxpayer
when it is requested early in the audit and results in the
early conclusion of an area of question.

Under I.R.C. § 6110(i), an FSA is subject to disclosure
similar to a TAM after the redaction of attorney-client privi-
lege and work-product doctrine materials by the Service
and the taxpayer. The taxpayer should request the opportu-
nity to participate in the FSA process, especially since the
taxpayer has the right of review and redaction prior to public
release. The taxpayer does not have the right to participate
in the process, but frequently the agents will grant the tax-
payer an opportunity to provide a written analysis of the
facts and law for the Counsel attorney. In many cases, the
Service has allowed the taxpayer to meet with the Counsel
attorney and discuss the issue to ensure that the Counsel
attorney and the agent have a complete understanding of
the facts involved in the issue. An FSA focuses on providing
guidance to the examining agent, while the agent is devel-
oping the issue, developing the facts, and applying the law
to those facts. 

If the issue is fully developed, a TAM may be more
appropriate for the taxpayer. Either the Service or the tax-
payer can request the formal TAM. The request goes
through the I.R.S. District Office to the Chief Counsel’s
office. The taxpayer has an active role in the TAM process.
He has an opportunity to provide his statement of facts and
his statement of law. There has to be an agreement on the
facts between the agent and the taxpayer with the applica-
tion of the law in dispute. The TAM decision is made by the
national office of the Chief Counsel. A conference of right is
provided whereby the taxpayer can meet with the Chief
Counsel’s office and discuss the determination and attempt
to obtain a favorable ruling. If it is favorable to the taxpayer,
a TAM does commit the Service. If it is unfavorable to the
taxpayer, it does not commit Appeals. A TAM is a much
more time-consuming process and can delay the audit. If
the agent is pursuing an FSA and the taxpayer believes that
the agent has already developed all the facts, the taxpayer
can definitely influence the FSA procedure by requesting
legitimately a TAM and obtaining some participation in the
FSA process as an alternative to a longer TAM process.

The agent is not required to inform the taxpayer that he
is requesting an FSA, but the taxpayer should request dur-
ing the opening conference that the agent provide such
notification. The Service may not agree to provide the tax-
payer an opportunity for any participation, but they should
inform the taxpayer when they are submitting for an FSA.

An FSA can be helpful to the taxpayer, since obtaining
Counsel advice prior to extensive issue development can
save everyone time. However, unless the taxpayer can con-
vince the agent to accept and submit the taxpayer’s facts
and legal position, it is the agent’s facts and law upon which
the advice is based. If the taxpayer has a very important
issue, a TAM should be sought. Although the process takes
much longer, the taxpayer’s position on the facts and
appropriate laws are presented. 

Closing Conference

The closing conference is the taxpayer’s last opportuni-
ty to resolve the case with Examination. Although the tax-
payer has made his arguments with the agents who dis-
agree, the taxpayer should discuss the unagreed issues
again. During the closing conference, the taxpayer has the
attention of the upper management from the Examination
division. If the taxpayer can resolve issues before they are
in the final Revenue Agent Report (RAR), the easier for set-
tlement of the entire audit cycle. 
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The closing conference is the final opportunity before
the examination division. The taxpayer knows their posi-
tions, when he goes into the conference. At this point, the
taxpayer is trying to close the examination with as few unre-
solved issues as possible. If he is not successful, he has to
make sure that he understands the government’s positions.
Since many issues can be resolved in the closing confer-
ence, a taxpayer should take the opportunity to outline all of
the issues. A taxpayer needs to look at the effect of the
agreed issues and their effect on the next audit cycle. A tax-
payer should obtain a written agreement that they are going
to resolve the next cycle on the same basis. 

Upon the issuance of the RAR, there may be further
discussions of the unresolved issues. If all of the issues are
settled in the examination, the case is closed as agreed
from examination. If issues remain unagreed, a 30-day let-
ter is issued usually instead of a 90-day letter to permit the
taxpayer the opportunity to submit a Protest Letter and to
ensure sufficient time for Appeals to review the unagreed
issues. The examination team analyzes the Protest usually
with Counsel participation. The exam team with Counsel will
consider any additional information and will prepare a rebut-
tal to any Protest Letter. The case is closed to Appeals, if
there remains any unagreed issues after the Protest Letter
discussions. 

Post-Examination Critique

Under the post-examination critique phase, a taxpayer
should have two closing sessions. The first one should be
with his own internal staff and any outside audit advisors,
discussing the weaknesses and the accomplishments of the
audit process and the objectives for any future audit. The
second post-examination critique is with the Service and is
the last part of the examination and the beginning step in
planning any future audit. 

The taxpayer needs to review whether the examination
plan effectively controlled the audit process and what he
can do with the Service’s next cycle to make the examina-

tion less burdensome and less costly. If the taxpayer had a
Service member that was very difficult, he needs to explain
the problems to the Service. The taxpayer should reduce
the interim reviews and post-examination critiques to writing
for any future Examination team in another cycle. 

The Service has committed resources in trying to
resolve issues at the lowest possible level, focusing on early
resolution of issues. For example, Delegation Order 236
(Rev. 3) expands the opportunity for a revenue agent to
take an agreement that has been negotiated in the Appeals
function and apply it in a future year. A taxpayer can use an
AIR agreement in all open years that have been filed and
enter into a closing agreement with the District Director to
resolve that issue for those years. 

In summary, a taxpayer must be active in developing a
record retention policy and active in deciding when a trans-
action is coming together what records will be retained and
how they will be retained. A taxpayer must be active in
developing an examination strategy, active as a participant
in developing an examination plan and active throughout
the examination process. 
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MAQUILADORAS
MEXICAN INCOME TAX DEVELOPMENTS

By: Alfonso Soto1

After months of negotiation the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice and the Mexican Ministry of Finance have reached a
temporary agreement on the tax regime applicable to
maquiladoras beginning on January 1, 2000. The agree-
ment avoids what appeared as an imminent and significant
blow to the maquiladora industry. The details of the under-
standing were made public on October 29, 1999, through a
news release issued jointly by the tax authorities of Mexico
and the U.S. The full text of the IRS news release follows
this note.

The agreement gives maquiladoras the opportunity to
elect for the application of its multiple benefits. First, the
agreement eliminates the risk of creating a permanent
establishment in Mexico for U.S. affiliates of maquiladoras,
which means that U.S. affiliates will not be subject to
income tax in Mexico. Second, the agreement eliminates
the tax on assets of the U.S. affiliate that are located and
used in Mexico. Third, the maquiladora operation will be
considered in compliance with transfer pricing rules under
the laws of both countries.

In general, maquiladoras must file the election with the
Mexican tax authorities no later than May 31, 2000, to bene-
fit from the terms of the agreement. Maquiladoras that have
already applied for transfer pricing rulings in Mexico must
file their election by April 30, 2000. At the time of the filing,
maquiladoras will have to elect to report income and pay
taxes in Mexico under one of the following alternatives:

(1) an increased safe harbor election representing a
return of 6.9% on assets used in the maquiladora
operation, which will include the assets owned by
the maquiladora and those owned by its U.S. affili-
ates;

(2) a new safe harbor representing a mark-up of 6.5%
on costs and expenses incurred by the maquilado-
ra enterprise, which will be determined under Mexi-
can tax law and Mexican GAAP; or

(3) a transfer pricing ruling from the Mexican tax
authorities.
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The Mexican tax authorities consider these measures
as a way of allocating the tax burden between Mexico and
the U.S. and not as an increase in taxes for maquiladoras.
Technically, these elections will not result in double taxation
of income because foreign tax credits will be preserved
under U.S. tax principles. A determination to that effect
should be made on a case by case basis.

The relief afforded by the agreement applies to the
2000, 2001, and 2002 taxable years. During this three-year
period, the tax authorities of Mexico and the U. S. will nego-
tiate permanent rules to address these issues.

On December 28, 1999, the Mexican Ministry of
Finance published in the Official Federal Gazette (Diario
Oficial de la Federación) additional guidance to comply with
the agreement.2 The resolution of the Ministry of Finance
provides information on the following:

(1) rules and adjustments for valuing assets for use in
the safe harbor computation;

(2) identification of costs to be included and rules for
the safe harbor computation;

(3) the format, content, and place for filing the elec-
tions pursuant to the agreement; and

(4) rules for requesting the benefits of the agreement
when only a portion of the operations in Mexico
are under the maquiladora program.

The development revives the arguments raised for the
first time in 1995 when Mexico announced the beginning of
enforcement efforts in the transfer pricing arena. Compa-
nies with maquiladoras may want to revisit the cost-benefit
analysis of a transfer pricing ruling request against safe har-

bor election. However, this time maquiladoras may be look-
ing at advanced pricing agreements in the cost-plus 6.5%
range.

The Agreement appears to reflect the change in view
of the Mexican Government towards the maquiladora indus-
try. High level officials within the Ministry of the Treasury
(Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público) consider that
maquiladoras have been subject to very favorable tax treat-
ment and believe that the time to end that is now.

These changes are just one of the many challenges
facing the maquiladora industry. Perhaps the most signifi-
cant is the phase-out of benefits for temporary imports of
raw materials and processing equipment. Beginning Jan-
uary 1, 2001, only those goods originating in the U.S. or
Canada will be allowed to enter Mexico without duties.

Attorneys advising clients with operations in Mexico
should be alert to theses developments since they could
have a significant impact in the way to do business in Mexi-
co. The late December approval of the budget and tax
reform by the Mexican Congress did not bring significant
changes, but the upcoming presidential election in Mexico
will likely have a lasting mark on the economy and life of
our neighbors to the South.
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IRS News ReleasesIRS Ne ws Release (IR-INT-1999-13) 
on Tax Regime Applicab le to Maquiladoras

Project Number: IR-INT-1999-13
Document Date: October 29, 1999

TAX REGIME APPLICABLE TO MAQUILADORAS

Washington - The Competent Authorities of Mexico and the United States reached a mutual agreement on the tax regime appli-
cable to maquiladoras. The agreement provides legal certainty to current and potential investors in the maquila industry by estab-
lishing specific procedures to comply with tax provisions applicable in each country, and by eliminating potential double taxation.

The agreement constitutes a Mutual Agreement in accordance with the Convention between Mexico and the United States for the
avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income (Tax Treaty).The Competent
Authorities agreed that no permanent establishment shall be deemed to exist, provided that maquiladoras comply with either of
two options.

Terms of the agreement are as follows:
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 5 of the treaty, no permanent establishment shall be deemed to exist provided that

the maquila activities carried out by enterprises resident in Mexico comply with either subparagraph 2(a) or 2(b) below.

2. For taxable years 2000, 2001 and 2002:
a. The taxable income of the maquila enterprise represents at least the higher of

i) 6.9% of the value of assets owned by a foreign resident and by the maquiladora (the value of the assets
owned by the foreign resident shall be computed in accordance with rules 3.33.2 and 3.33.3 of the Mexican
Administrative Regulations in force in 1999), used in the maquila activity; or

ii) 6.5% of the deductions (costs and expenses) of the maquila enterprise. For these purposes, costs and
expenses means all ordinary operating expenses, but does not include extraordinary or non-operating items,
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such as financing costs, exchange gains and losses or casualty losses, as defined by Mexican tax law and
Mexican GAAP. The risks associated with such items will remain with the U.S. owner and exchange losses
and financing costs will be reimbursable at cost to the maquila enterprise; gains would offset amounts due the
maquila enterprise. A similar definition will be provided in Administrative Rule 3.33.1.

b. The enterprise obtains from the Tax Administration Service a ruling (APA) under Article 34-A of the Federal Tax
Code (FTC) confirming that it has complied with Article 64-A of the Mexican Income Tax Law (ITL).

The ruling shall take into consideration for the purpose of determining taxable income in Mexico, the concepts and
principles already being considered by the Mexican authorities, as well as assets (including inventory) owned by the
foreign resident, used in the maquila activity. For these purposes, the value of assets shall, as in 2(a)(i), be comput-
ed in accordance with Administrative Rule 3.33.2 ant 3.33.3.

The reference to the consideration of assets is not intended to restrict taxpayers to the use of the return on assets
Profit Level Indicator (PLI). Rather, it is intended to provide flexibility to taxpayers to negotiate the appropriate return
from the maquila activity, using a methodology or (PLI) that might be more appropriate to its facts and circum-
stances than the safe harbor described in paragraph 2(a). That is, although assets will be considered’, a company
would have an opportunity to demonstrate that. on the particular facts of its case, the activities conducted in Mexico
would support a return on either costs or assets (as appropriate) and the return may be less than the return called
for in the safe harbor. Under appropriate circumstances, a company could demonstrate that certain costs or assets
(e.g., idle machinery and equipment or land not being used for manufacturing activities) should in fact generate no
return. This would also imply that for purposes of the cost plus, the foreign assets will be taken into consideration in
determining an appropriate plus.

The tax authorities will take into consideration any administrative concerns that could arise in valuing foreign owned
assets.

3. Maquila enterprises that have applied for or obtained a ruling under Article 34-A of the FTC which covers the year 2000 or
subsequent years but which was not issued in accordance with subparagraph (b) must either comply with subparagraph (a)
or request a new ruling under subparagraph (b), in order to obtain the benefits set forth under this agreement.

4. The application (full submission) for opting for either paragraph 2(a)(i), 2(a)(ii), or 2(b) must be made no later than May 31st
for those taxpayers that have not previously applied for an APA otherwise, the application must be filed no later than April
30”.

5. It is understood that maquila enterprises that opt to apply either of the alternatives provided under subparagraphs 2(a) or
2(b) shall be considered to operate under conditions that are made or imposed between independent enterprises, in accor-
dance with the provisions of Articles 64-A and 65 of the ITL, Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code and Article 9 of the
Treaty.

6. If maquila enterprises elect options under subparagraph 2(a) or 2(b) above, the foreign resident will be exempt from the
Mexican asset tax on its assets used by those enterprises, in that proportion in which such assets are used for the export of
goods included in the maquila program authorized by Mexico’s Trade Department That proportion will be measured on the
basis of export sales to total sales. See Administrative Rule 4.1.

7. The Competent Authorities shall endeavor beginning in the year 2000 to reach agreement on the permanent rules to be
applied to maquila enterprises owned by residents of the United States referred to above. During such discussions, due
regard should be given to Mexico’s right to tax in accordance with Article 5 of the Treaty.

8. It is our mutual understanding that this agreement in no way constitutes measures for attributing income to a permanent
establishment.

It is anticipated that further guidance will be developed to implement the terms of the agreement.
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Houston, Texas 77010
713/651-5151
713/651-5246
jtaylor@fulbright.com

Patrick R. Gordon Term expires 2001
Krafsur Gordon Mott Davis & Woody P.C.
4695 North Mesa, Suite 100
El Paso, Texas  79912
915-545-1133
915-545-4433 fax
pgordon@krafsur.com

R. David Wheat Term Expires 2001
Thompson & Knight, P.C. 
1700 Pacific Avenue, Suite 3300
Dallas, Texas  75201
214-969-1468
214-969-1751 fax
dwheat@tklaw.com
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COMMITTEE

1. Continuing Legal Education

2. Compensation and Employee
Benefits

3. Corporate Tax

4. Estate and Inheritance Tax

5. External Relations

6. General Income

7. International Tax

CHAIR

David Peck
U.S. Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 61129
Houston, Texas  77208-1129
713-567-9384
713-718-3301 fax
davidhpeck@aol.com

Rosemary Shepard
Conoco, Inc.
600 N. Dairy Ashford
P.O. Box 4783
Houston, Texas  77210
281-293-1939
281-293-2127 fax
rosemary.t.shepard@usa.conoco.com

Daniel J. Micciche
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer 

&  Feld, L.L.P.
1700 Pacific Avenue
Suite 4100
Dallas, Texas  75202
214-969-2797
214-969-4343 fax
dmicciche@akingump.com

Michele Mobley
Jenkens & Gilchrist
2200 One American center
600 Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas  78701-3248
512-499-3833
512-404-3520 fax
mmobley@jenkens.com

Vacant:
Contact Brent Clifton
Locke, Liddell & Sapp LLP
2200 Ross Avenue, Suite 2200
Dallas, Texas  75201-6776
214-849-5555
214-849-5599 fax
bclifton@lockeliddell.com

William A. Hoy
P.O. Box 2911
Amarillo, Texas 79105
806-371-0306
806- 371-7196 fax
whoy@arn.net

Steven D. Erdahl
GTE Service Corporation
1255 Corporate Drive
Irving, Texas  75038
972-507-5531
972-507-5819 fax
steve.erdahl@hq.gte.com

VICE CHAIR

Jimmy Martens
Stahl, Martens & Bernal, L.L.P.
7320 N. MoPac, Suite 210
Austin, Texas  78731
512-346-5558
512-346-2712 fax
jfmartens@aol.com
512-633-2736 cell

Bruce Pingree
Baker & Botts
2001 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75201-2980
(214) 953-6500
(214) 953-6503 fax
bruce_pingree@bakerbotts.com

Allen B. Craig, III
Gardere Wynne Sewell & Riggs, L.L.P.
333 Clay Avenue
Suite 800
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 308-5574
(713) 308-5555 fax
craal@gardere.com

Leila Safi Hobson
Gilbert, Coffey & Hobson, P.C.
P.O. Box 472
El Paso, Texas  79943-0472
915-532-6622
915-541-6490 fax
lhobson@gilbertcoffey.com

Alfonso Soto
Kemp Smith, P.C.
221 North Kansas, Suite 1700
El Paso, Texas  79901
915-533-4424
915-546-5360 fax
asoto@kempsmith.com

Carol Sparkman Peters
Exxon
5959 Las Colinas Blvd.
Irving, Texas  75039-4202
972-444-1614
972-444-1640 fax
carol.l.peters@exxon.com

1997 - 2001
STATE BAR OF TEXAS SECTION OF TAXATION LEADERSHIP
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8. Partnership and Real Estate Tax

9. Property Tax

10. State Tax

11. Tax Controversy

12. Tax-Exempt Finance

13. Tax-Exempt Organizations

14. Newsletter Editor

Kenneth J. Simon
Locke, Liddell & Sapp LLP
600 Travis
3400 Chase Tower
Houston, Texas  77002
713-226-1410
713-223-3717 fax
Ksimon@lockeliddell.com

Judith Hargrove
Calame, Linebarger, Graham & Peña
P.O. Box 17428
Austin, Texas  78760
512-447-6675, ext. 1260
512-443-3494 fax
judyh@publicans.com

John D. Christian
Vinson & Elkins, L.L.P.
One American Center
600 Congress Avenue
Suite 2700
Austin, Texas  78701-3200
512-495-8623
512-236-3224 fax
jchristian@velaw.com

Victoria J. Sherlock
Office of District Counsel
Internal Revenue Service
8701 S. Gessmer, Suite 710
Houston, Texas  77074
281-721-7335
281-721-7343 fax
e-mail:  none

Mark Scott, Office of District Counsel
Internal Revenue Service
4050 Alpha Road, 13th Floor
Dallas, Texas  75244-4203
972-308-7931
972-308-7970 fax
mark.scott@m1.irscounsel.treas.gov

Brian Crozier
Brorby & Crozier, P.C.
111 Congress Avenue
Suite 2250
Austin, Texas  78701
512-320-7043
512-320-7041 fax
bcrozier@onr.com

Gene Wolf
Kemp Smith, P.C.
221 North Kansas, Suite 1700
El Paso, Texas 79901
915-533-4424
915-546-5360 fax
gwolf@kempsmith.com

Richard M. Fijolek
Haynes & Boone, L.L.P.
3100 NationsBank Plaza
901 Main Street
Dallas, Texas  75202-3789
214-651-5570
214-651-5940 fax
fijolekr@hayboo.com

G. Walt McCool
Brusniak Clement Harrison &

McCool, P.C.
707 Rio Grande St., Ste. 200
Austin, Texas  78701-2733
512-320-5030
512-320-5035 fax
mccool@txtax.com

Steven D. Moore
Jackson Walker L.L.P.
100 Congress Avenue
Suite 1100
Austin, Texas  78701
512-236-2074
512-236-2002 fax
smoore@jw.com 

Maxine Aaronson
Board Certified in Tax Law
3131 McKinney Ave., Ste. 420
Dallas, Texas  75204
214-220-2050
214-220-2066 fax
maxine.aaronson@att.net

Kathryn Garner
Mayor Day Caldwell & Keeton, LLP
700 Louisiana, Suite 1900
Houston, Texas  77002
713-225-7032
713-225-7047 fax
kgarner@mdck.com

Jeffrey Edward Sher
Fizer, Beck, Webster, Bentley & Scroggins
1360 Post Oak Blvd.
Suite 1600
Houston, Texas 77056-3022
713-840-7710
713-963-8469
e-mail:  none

Board Advisors

JoAl Cannon-Sheridan, Esq.
Moak & Sheridan, LLP
211 East Commerce Street
Jacksonville, Texas  75766
(903) 586-7555
moak21@iamerica.net

Jerry R. Selinger, Esq.
Jenkens & Gilchrist
Suite 3200
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas  75202
(214) 855-4500
jselinger@jenkens.com



CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE

This Committee’s primary goal is to facilitate quality CLE for
members of the Taxation Section. A secondary goal is to
provide quality tax related CLE for members of the general
bar. The Committee coordinates the scheduling of the vari-
ous Section-sponsored programs and encourages diversity
in program location. The Committee also acts as the plan-
ning committee for the State Bar of Texas’ Advanced Tax
Law Course, now in its 18th year. As a service to the gener-
al bar, the Committee works with the State Bar of Texas
Professional Development Program to plan tax related
courses of interest to non-tax lawyers. In 1995, the Commit-
tee’s efforts resulted in “Tax Law for the Rest of Us”, a gen-
eral program for non-tax lawyers produced live in Houston
and Dallas and by video tour to 37 cities statewide. This
year’s effort is the tax portion of “entering the Cross Border
Market” a program directed at lawyers interested in the
U.S.-Mexico market. The Committee’s newest project (still
in the very early developmental stages) is developing a
forum for practitioners to communicate with the Internal
Revenue Service. The Committee is hopeful that this activi-
ty can be made available to all Taxation Section members
and accredited for CLE purposes.

Chair:

David Peck

Vice Chair:

Jimmy Martens

Members:

Maxine Aaronson
Frederic J. Attermeier

Dan Baucum
Larry G. Berkman
Susan L. Burnette

William H. Hornberger
Larry Jones

Lawrence R. Jones, Jr.
Alex McGeoch

Charles J. Muller III
Catherine Scheid

Andrew G. Shebay III
David P. Stanush
Gregg Stevens
M. Todd Welty

COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS COMMITTEE

This Committee:  (i) is a forum for discussion of compensa-
tion and employee benefits issues; (ii) sponsors seminars
which allow members to both teach and learn compensation
and employee benefits practice; (iii) publishes articles in the
Texas Tax Lawyer; (iv) prepares comments on legislation
and regulations; (v) drafts model forms and makes these
available to members; (vi) sponsors legislative initiatives;
and (vii) writes amicus briefs in important cases. Members
are encouraged to initiate or participate in projects in any of
the above areas. Qualified plans, executive compensation,
and medical and other welfare benefit plans are subjects for
the Committee, which are impacted by such laws as ERISA,

federal and state tax laws, labor and discrimination laws,
insurance laws, corporate and securities laws, marital prop-
erty laws, trust laws, and the federal Social Security Act.

Chair:

Rosemary Shepard

Vice Chair:

Bruce Pingree

Members:

Maxine Aaronson
Michael A. Abbott
Margaret S. Alford

Luke Bailey
Mr. Robert M. Bandy
Barbara A. Breeding

E. Philip Bush
Robert G. Cantu

Russell D. Chapman
Karl Clifford

Diane M. Cooper
Michele Tobias Courtois

T. David Cowart
Robert B. Cox

Everard Davenport
Barbara DeGeorgio

Sharon Fountain
Nancy Wyman Furney

Michael I. Goodrich
Steven L. Gordon
James R. Griffin
Russell G. Gully

Jan Hacke
Robert M. Herman

J. Mike Holt
J. F. Jack Howell III

A. Colleen Hutchison
Noel C. Ice

Donald O. Jansen
Carol H. Jewett
Riva T. Johnson

James M. Klancnik
John A. Kober

Gary B. Lawson
Elton S. Lipnick
Carla N. Lindley

Marcia M. MacLeod
Bill Minick

Howard J. Moore
Stuart A. Morse
Gary S. Nash

Gordon E. Nichols
Joseph P. Nieman

Sue C. Ortman
Stephen L. Phillips
James D. Pittman
Charles F. Plenge

Mary Potter
James R. Raborn
Cecil A. Ray, Jr.

Edward A. Razim III
Baker R. Rector
Harvey Shifrin
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Gary G. Short
Stanley C. Simon

Frank Sommerville
Cynthia Marcotte Stamer

Karen K. Suhre
Michele A. Tobias

Raymond P. Turner
Benny R. Valek

Lewis Wall
Richard N. Weinstein

Robert B. Werner
Patrick C. Wheeler
Mary Ellen White

Linda Wilkins

CORPORATE TAX COMMITTEE

The two primary “outputs” of this Committee are (i) organiz-
ing the corporate tax portion of the annual Texas Federal
Tax Institute (typically held in June), and (ii) providing cor-
porate tax articles for the Texas Tax Lawyer. From time to
time, the Committee undertakes to examine legal issues,
comment on proposed regulations and update its members
on current developments.

Chair:

Daniel J. Micciche

Vice Chair:

Allen B. Craig, III

Members:

Roger D. Aksamit
Kenneth K. Bezozo

Jeffrey M. Blair
Tad Bohannon
Brian Dethrow

Brett Enzor
Steven D. Erdahl

Jeffrey K. Feinglas
William H. Hornberger

Gray Jennings
Samuel E. Long, Jr.

David A. Miller
Jack W. Naranjo

Christopher D. Speer
John A. Woodside

ESTATE AND INHERITANCE TAX COMMITTEE

Chair:

Michele Mobley

Vice Chair:

Leila Safi Hobson

Members:

Karen Rolcik
M. Todd Welty

Julie Frey
Kevin P. Kennedy

EXTERNAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE

Vacant

GENERAL INCOME COMMITTEE

Chair:

William A. Hoy

Vice Chair:

Alfonso Soto

INTERNATIONAL TAX COMMITTEE

Chair:

Steven D. Erdahl

Vice Chair:

Carol Sparkman Peters

Members:

Jeffrey S. Blumenthal
Robert T. Chapman

John Cohn
Donette M. Dewar

Nada Farless
Richard I. Gershon
Robert V. Gibson

Larry Kemm
Bryan W. Lee

Jeffrey A. Maine
Alexander McGeoch

Tim Osburne
Melinda Phelan

Martin Van Braumann

PARTNERSHIP AND REAL ESTATE TAX COMMITTEE

This Committee (which is the result of the merger of the
Partnership and Real Estate Tax Committee and the S Cor-
porations Committee) focuses on the Federal income tax
issues arising in connection with partnerships and S corpo-
rations and in connection with real estate transactions such
as sales, exchanges and workouts. In the coming year this
Committee will prepare for publication in the Texas Tax
Lawyer its annual review of current legislative, regulatory
and judicial developments in the partnership, S corporation
and real estate tax areas, and it will also take a leading role
in the planning and execution of the Annual Texas Federal
Tax Institute. Members of this Committee may be involved
in either or both of these activities, and they may also be
involved in the Committee’s newest activity, that being the
formation of an ongoing body of practitioners who stand
ready to make timely comment to Proposed Regulations
and other tax promulgations of the Treasury Department
and the Internal Revenue Service.

Chair:

Kenneth J. Simon
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Vice Chair:

Richard M. Fijolek

Members:

Donald A. Hammett, Jr.
H. Lewis McReynolds

Mitchell A. Tiras
H. James Howard, II

Gregory M. Bopp
Roger D. Aksamit

PROPERTY TAX COMMITTEE

This Committee serves as a forum for the discussion of ad
valorem tax issues. Committee membership is generally
comprised of an equal number of attorneys practicing on
behalf of property owners and governmental entities. The
Committee sponsors an annual seminar in Austin during
February of each year. In addition, the Committee co-spon-
sors the Annual Legal Seminar on Ad Valorem Taxation
with the Texas A&M Real Estate Center. Members may par-
ticipate in the regularly published Committee newsletter, or
by serving on the planning or speaker committees for the
seminars sponsored by the Committee.

Chair:

Judith Hargrove

Vice Chair:

G. Walt McCool

Members:

David Aelvoet
Stephen R. Alcorn

Catherine Jane Alder
Harvey M. Allen

Randall B. Ammerman
Hank Anderson

Roy L. Armstrong
Jeff Avant
Lori Aylett

Paul D. Bacon
Jean Marie Baer

Tad Beall
Kristin A. Bear

Dan Beard
William C. Bednar, Jr.

Gary Bennett
David M. Berman
Willis Lee Berrier

Kenneth K. Bezozo
Dean H. Bilton

Richard Bischoff
James Black
Don Boehm

Michael R. Boling
John Bolster
Ray Bonilla

Curtis Bonner
Melissa Boulware

Gilbert Bragg
Larry Brandon

Scott Breen
Nancy L. Breland

Kevin Brennen
Scott Bresk
Mark Brooks
Brian Brown
Diane Brown

Jeffrey K. Brown
John Brusniak, Jr.
Mark A. Burroughs
James H. Burshtyn

Jeanine Cadena
Ronald Campana

Deborah S. Cartwright
Hon. David Cave
Larry Chapman
Kevin Chester

Mark E. Ciavaglia
Jeff Clark

Todd Clement
Michael A. Cole

James O. Collins
John S. Coulter
Stephen Counts
David E. Cowling

Charles W. Cromwell
Cynthia M. Crowe

Greg Dalton
Debra Danberg

Michael J. Darlow
Leonard E. Davis

Beale Dean
James W. Deatherage
Todd W. Deatherage

Michael Deeds
Mario Dell’Osso
Joan M. Denton

Mary Belan Doggett
Stephen H. DonCarlos

Daniel P. Donovan
P. B. Dover, Jr.

Rodney B. Dowd
George Dowlen

Sarah S. Duckers
Russell C. Ducoff
David A. Ellison
James A. Erck

Doren R. Eskew
James R. Evans, Jr.

Rusty Faulk
William A. Faulk, Jr.

Mary Ann Faust
J. Ritchie Field
David Fielder 

Rick Fine
Marsha L. Floyd
F. Duane Force
Tracey L. Foster

Ken Furlow
Michael R. Garatoni
Bernardo J. Garcia

Carol Garcia
Eliud Garcia

Jay T. Garrett
David C. Garza

John Garza
Reynaldo G. Garza, Jr.

Randel B. Gibbs
Rex H. Gibson

David H. Gilliland
Lucy Glover, Asst. Attorney General

Marjorie Gold
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Chester Gonzalez
David O. Gonzalez
Ronald R. Goodwin

Hal R. Gordon
Paul Gordon

Sydna Gordon
Russell R. Graham
Raymond R. Gray

Ron Gray
Sandy Griffin

Haygood Gulley
Eloise A. Guzman

Clyde Haak
Nancy Hamran

Jonathan C. Hantke
John Hardy

Edward R. Harris, Jr.
George T. Harris 

Jim Harris
Mark Harris

Joseph M. Harrison, IV
Dan Dennis Hartnett
Oliver S. Heard, Jr.

Joe Heffington
Donald W. Hicks, Sr.

Evelyn Hicks
Richard Hill

Charles G. Hooks, III
John J. Horn, III
Sharon Humble

Tanner Hunt
Hon. Nancy L. Huston

Bill Ikard
Mr. Lewis Isaacks
S. G. Johndroe, III
Andrew Johnson

Scott Josolve
Dexter D. Joyner

David Kaplan
Farley P. Katz
John Kazen

Thomas H. Keen
William W. Kilgarlin

Bill Kimbrough
Diana King

Keith E. Klein 
Edward Kliewer, III

Harold Lerew
Edward Lopez
Ken Malone

Sherri Manuel
Jason Marshall

James D. Matthews
Clayton Mayfield

David B. McCall, III
Mr. Robert L. McCallum

Bob McConnell
Gary A. McCoy 

Monica M. McCoy-Purdy
Jack M. McCreary

P. Mike McCullough
Linda McDonald

Russell N. McInturff
Stewart McKeehan
Gregg McLaughlin

Bruce Medley
Stephen Meeks

George R. Meurer
Robert L. Meyers

Lorri Michel

Jon Miller
Jim Moellinger
Laura Monroe

Booker T. Morris, III
Kathleen D. Morrison

Robert Mott
Dre Mouton

R. Douglas Muir
C. J. Muller

Rosemary Munger 
Robert J. Myers

Andrew J. Mytelka
Jeannie Navarro
Norman Nelson

William S. Newberry, Jr.
J. Scott Novy

Cindy Ohlenforst
William A. Olson

Gerard M. Palomo
Maria Salinas Parker

Ron Patterson
Richard A. Peebles
Robert Pemberton

Juan M. Peña
Howard Perdue

Greg Perry
Jon C. Pfennig, P.C.

Paul Philbin
Ronald F. Plackemeier

Russell C. Poole
James Popp
Jim Porter

M. Frank Powell
James E. Pritchard

Jim Raborn 
James R. Raborn
James F. Ramsey

Robert Paul Randolph
Laurie Ratliff
Michael Reed

Roderick J. Regan
Randall B. Rice

Kevin M. Richards
Brent Richbook
Wayne A. Risoli

Bennett J. Roberts, Jr.
Evelyn F. Roberts
John F. Roehm, III

Donald B. Roseman
Glen A. Rosenbaum

Damon Rowe
Larrilyn Reissig

DeMetris A. Sampson
Carl Sandin

Stephen W. Sather
Jerry B. Schank
Catherne Scheid

Dave Schawe
George W. Scofield

Jim Shear
Randall L. Shepherd

Honorable Susan D. Sheppard
Jerry Shiever

Charles M. Silverman
Mabel Murphy Simpson

Mitchell Smith
Michael Siwierka

James Cameron Stuart
Glenn Smith

Michael M. Smith
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Peter G. Smith
Owen M. Sonik

Hon. Chris A. Stacy
B. Lynn Stavinoha

Corinna Steele
Henry Steen, Jr.

Michael Stern
G. Todd Stewart

Sands Stiefer
Bruce A. Stockard

Leah Stolar
Richard Strieber
Randall Strong
Jalene Stuckey

William R. Sudela
Kirk Swinney

Mike M. Tabor
Richard S. Talbert

Curtis Tatar
Melody G. Thomas

Isais Torres
Fran Totty

Carrie Sullivan Trabue
Valerie Ueckert

Mike Vallandingham
Lester Van Pelt, III

Carlos F. Vela
Jorge Vega, Assistant Attorney General

Shelburne J. Veselka
Albert M. Walker, Jr.
George David Walker

John P. Walker
Kenneth Wall

Pamela Walters
Harvey L. Warren, III

Shirley W. Warren
Don Warshauer

Kirk Weinert
J. Steven Weisinger

Beth Weller
Royce West

Terry Ann White
Barbara Williams 
Stephen Williams

W. Carey Williamson, Jr.
Dale Wilson
Dan Wilson

James M. Wilson
Terry Wiseman
John Wofford
Donald Wolf

Harry W. Wollf, Jr.
Randall B. Wood

Julie Works
James Wunderlich
C. Douglas Wright

Harry P. Wright
Karon Y. Wright

Scott Wylie
Chester E. Young

Craig F. Young
Mark Young 

Lupe Zamarripa

STATE TAX COMMITTEE

The principal activity of this Committee is meeting annually
with officials of the Comptroller of Public Accounts who brief
the Committee on pending Texas tax cases, including both

administrative hearings and court cases, administrative rule
changes, legislative changes and other agency matters.
Efforts are being made to reinstitute the practice of the
Comptroller delivering to the Committee in draft form pro-
posed administrative rules and the Committee compiling
and delivering to the Comptroller comments to such drafts.

Chair:

John D. Christian

Vice Chair:

Steven D. Moore

Members:

Wade Anderson
Gilbert J. Bernal, Jr.

Brad Bickham
Tobey Blanton

Ray Bonilla
Roger Bonney
Gregory Bopp

Daniel L. Butcher
Mallory Caldwell
C. Leon Calley

Larry A. Campagna
Jill Cooley

David E. Cowling
Judy M. Cunningham
Gerard A. Desrochers

Mark W. Eidman
Joanne L. Gibson

David Gilliland
Kristin L. Goodin
Joe K. Gordon
Charles W. Hall

VaLinda Hathcox
Robert H. Hobbs

Kenneth M. Horwitz
Carla A. Howard

Larry Kemm
Matt Larsen
Kelly Latz

Suzanne C. Leslie
Bruce M. Levy
Ira A. Lipstet

Samuel E. Long, Jr.
Kirk Lyda

Jimmy Martens
Michael A. McClelland

Manuel O. Mendez
Daniel J. Micciche

Garry M. Miles
Jordan H. Mintz

Gregory W. Mitchell
Joe Scott Morris
Renn G. Neilson

Cynthia M. Ohlenforst
Emily Parker
Jim Penny

Gregg Perry
Richard A. Pinger
Geoffrey R. Polma

Paul O. Price
Nancy Prosser
John B. Quigley

James R. Raborn
Jean Ricciardello
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Robert H. Ritter
Glen A. Rosenbaum
James K. Rushing
Steven C. Salch

David Sewell
Sander W. Shapiro
Alan E. Sherman

Forrest Smith
L. G. (Skip) Smith

Eric Stein
Robert W. Strauser
Jasper G. Taylor, III

Tom Tourtellotte
Gregory E. Turley

Mark Weiss

TAX CONTROVERSY COMMITTEE

This Committee focuses on all aspects of tax controversy
and tax litigation, including civil and criminal, federal and
state. The Committee sponsors a seminar each year on
current procedural topics with speakers from the private
bar, the Internal Revenue Service, State taxing authorizes
and the Judiciary. The Committee is also responsible for
submitting articles to the Texas Tax Lawyer. In this regard,
the Committee plans to publish an annual procedural
update and a report on the annual Mid states Region
IRS/Bar Liaison meeting.

Chair:

Victoria J. Sherlock

Vice Chair:

Maxine Aaronson

Members:

Val Albright
Farley P. Katz

C. J. Muller
Julie Fort

David Doggett
Mary Belan Doggett

Lawrence Jones
M. Todd Welty
Paul D. Miller

Kenneth M. Horwitz
Kevin P. Kennedy

TAX-EXEMPT FINANCING COMMITTEE

Chair:

Mark Scott

Vice Chair:

Kathryn Garner

Members:

Charles L. Almond
Joyce Bode

Charles T. (Tad) Bohannon
Harold T. Flanagan
Steven H. Gerdes

R. Todd Greenwalt
Bob C. Griffo

Gregg H. Jones
Steven D. Katz

Richard L. Kornblith
John T. McCafferty

Michael P. Petersilia
James R. Plummer
George W. Scofield
Kenneth J. Simon

TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS COMMITTEE

This Committee focuses on issues related to tax exempt
organizations. The Committee is responsible for submitting
articles to the Texas Tax Lawyer. The Committee will also
be embarking on a joint project with the Business Law Sec-
tion’s Nonprofit Corporation Committee to create a guide-
book for forming a nonprofit corporation that also will
include information on applying for tax exemption.

Chair:

Brian Crozier

Vice Chair

Jeffrey Edwards Sher

Members:  

Margaret S. Alford
Lise E. Anderson
Thomas J. Brorby
Daniel L. Butcher
J. Kevin Ciavarra

Tyree Collier
Robert F. Corrigan

Clinton Davis
P. Mike McCullough

Tina L. Melo
Edmond N. O’suji
David Rosenberg

Carl Ryan
Frank Sommerville

Richard H. Tye
Ronald S. Webster
Michael J. Wigton
John A. Woodside
J. Michael Wylie
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COMMITTEE SELECTION FORM
Section of T axation
State Bar of T exas

[Please do not complete if you have already completed a selection form in the last nine months.]

NAME: ____________________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________

FIRM: _______________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________
CITY STATE ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE NO: ( )___________________________

BAR CARD NO.: __________________________________

COMMITTEE:

You may become a member of more than one committee.

I request appointment to the committees specified below: [Check each that you want to join.]

_____ Property Tax _____ External Relations

_____ International Tax _____ General Income Tax

_____ Compensation and Employee Benefits _____ Newsletter

_____ Continuing Legal Education _____ Partnership and Real Estate Tax

_____ Corporate Tax _____ State Tax

_____ Tax Controversy _____ Tax-Exempt Finance

_____ Estate and Inheritance Tax _____ Tax-Exempt Organizations

Return completed form to: William H. Hornberger
901 Main Street, Suite 6000
Dallas, Texas 75202
(214) 953-5857
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